
Zsolt Konuiromy 

Echoing Innocence 

The Figures of Memory and Echo in Blakean Pastoral 

"sit tibi copia nostri" 
(Ovid, Metamorphow) 

Of all goddesses, perhaps J'vinemosyne, the mother of the Muses received the harshest 
treatment from some of those romantic poets who regarded art as the supreme form of 
knowledge. Blake and Coleridge, who ,vere .equally eager to crown poetry, ,vith the 
same gesture seem to have been also eager to dethrone the governing deities of the arts. 
This may have its reasons in the history of ideas, but seems strange enough a gesh1re to 
provoke one into questioning. The particular question I am intrigued by is if the 
Goddess of Memoi-y is indeed so easy to forget. 

"Imagination has nothing to do with Memory," claims \Villiam Blake, scolding 
\Vordsworth in one of his marginalia. 1 Though the statement vmuld not bear much 
scrutiny with respect to \Vordsworth's best poetry, it comes as no surprise from Blake, 
and \'v'ordsworth and Coleridge also repeatedly made like claims in their critical 
writings. Particularly Blake's and Coleridge's rejection of memory as a part of the 
creative process has to do with their fundamental rejection of Locke's views on 
perception and knowledge, and is part of their forceful assertion of the creativity of the 

1 David Erdman, ed.: The Complete Poet1J a11d Prose ol IVi!!iam Blake Commentary by Harold Bloom. Newly 
Revised edn. (New York, etc.: D,rnbleday, 1988.), p.666. Quotations from Erdman's edition of Blake's 
texts will be henceforth indicated in the text and abbreviated as E. 
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imagination. There is, thus, an obvious context in which the attacks on memory in the 
prose writings of these poet s arise as a theoretical neces sity for the formulation of their 
idea s. There is, however, a wider context in which the in sistenc e on excluding mem ory 
from the imaginative proce ss may appear far more radical a ges ture than an oppositi on 
to certain ideas of Lock e. \'(!hen Blake expresses this opposition in terms of the 
rejection of the Daught ers of Memory, he is not only personifying a mental proce ss, 
but rejecting a metaphor . H e is not only arguing a point of philo soph y or psychol ogy, 
but is claiming to exclude from po etry a trope that is conventi onally very much a part 
of poetry. Put yet another way, he is not only saying that Lockean "reflection " is no 
par t of imaginative percepti on, nor only that adherenc e to such a perception lock s one 
up in the "animal self-absorpti on" of Selfl10od.2 He is also claiming that poetry is not 
presided over by the Muse s, and with that he is brushin g aside th e meanings that may be 
involved in the existence of the convention accordin g to which the Muses arc the 
goddesses of the arts. 

There is, I think , a distinction to be made be tween treating memory as a mental 
process , and memory as a metaph or for the imagin atio n . In a critique of Loc ke, we ate 
referrin g to it as a mental proce ss; in asking what the rejecti on of the Muses may do to 
poetr y - and this is the question I want to ask here - we are referring to mem ory as a 
metaphor. The two, of course, are not unrelated. I am neverthel ess stressing this 
difference even before clarifying their relation, or the term s in which I want to discuss 
mem ory , because I want to indicat e that my enquiries in this essay do not directly relate 
to memory as a mental proc ess -- points of psychol ogy or of the philosophy of the 
mind are not among my concerns. Neither is it the peculiar ways Blake thou ght o f 
perception and imagination that I wish to reflect on. \Xl'hen asking what role the 
rejection of memory has in Blake 's poetry, I am asking abou t the work of a figure, or 
the result s of its exclusion, in poe tic texts, in tl1e hope of coming to some kind of 
und ers tanding of how , and towards what, tho se texts work H ere I want to begin to 
exami ne this ilirough the analysis of a particular exampl e, concentrating on only one 
segment of Blake's work, th e state he calls Innocenc e. Firs t, however, I want to outlin e 
what I mean by treating memory as a figure. 

2 Frye, in Fearful 5_ymmehy. A St11tfy of IVi/liam Blake (Prince ton , N J : Princeton Un iversity Pre ss, 1947) pp.15 
and p.58, tells us that " Blake always refer s to Locke's reflection as 'mem ory"' and that Selfho od 1s l3lake's 
term "used ... to replace 'memor y' and 'reflection '." 
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THE FIGURE OF MEM ORY 

That imagination does have something to do with memory finds one of its oldest 
expressions in the family kinship between Mnemosyne, goddess of memory, and the 
Muses, the presiding deitie s of imaginative works. When Blake expresses his rejecti on 
of memor y in terms of the rejection of the Muses, he is attacking , and getting involved 
in , the metaphor that expres ses the relation of two mental processes through divine 
genealog y. Thus, when we are asking what it is that Blake is rejecting, we are in a 
context where the question about the relation of imagination and memory is a questi on 
about divine genealogy; in other words, asking about the origin of the idea that these 
mental process are related, is asking about the origin of 11nem osyne: why is it memory 
that is thought to mother the Muses, what are the featur es attributed to memory that 
make it suitable for fostering the imagination? 

On the one hand , it seems fair enough to ask such a question, because as most 
scholars of myth seem to agree, these origins and genealogies are explicatory of the 
world .3 But as such, they, in a certain sense, functi on as figure s of speech: their 
'explanations' are not direct (not p sychological, philosophical, speculative, discur sive, 
etc), they say more, or something other, than the actual words convey. On the first 
level, they are allegorie s; but , on the next level, they are more than one -to -one-
correspondences and creat e explanations more by metaph orical than by allegorical 
means; furthermore, they are not fixed stories, they hav e versions, they arc recreat ed, 
and in the process of this recreatio n the metaphors alter; in these alterations, howe ver, 
the 'o riginal' metaphor do es not vanish, but in fact plays an acti\'e part in th e very 
proc ess of alteration s, its figuratin sense shaping the new figure . Mythography thu s 
seems often to resembl e an endless hunt after metaphor s 'standin g behind ' metaphor s. 

Thus, on the other hand, such line of enquir y may not take us very far, becau se 
in trying to unfold the meanin g of a metaphor ,ve can only arrive at other met aph ors . 
\Ve need not proceed to discuss the parents of Mnemosyne and what the y arc 
metaphorical of, because it is now clear that this would lead not to a final 
understanding of the relation o f memory and irnagination, but only to more metaphor s 
that would need to be unfold ed, which ,vould have to be unfolded through oth er 
metaphors - etcetera. However, the re is something Yery important to be learned from 

3 Scho lars of such different disposition as fvlircea Eliade or G. S. Kirk cou ld both be recalled as authoritie s 
arguing along these lines. 
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obs erving this. \Ve learn that not only the elem ents of , but genealogies themselve s are 
metaphors; and thu s we learn that the figurative meaning of genealogies cannot be 
oth er but that we cannot find our way out of metaphor s to some hyp othetically purel y-
discurs ive explanati on (e.g. psychological or phil oso phical ) . 

Th ere is perhap s no clearer example for this than th e relation of Mne rno syne 
and the l\Iu ses . Th e stories establishing the origins in ,vhich we seek the expl ana tion of 
the relation of memory and imagination prove to be the origins, in the end, not of the 
dei ties, but of literature, of imaginativ e constructs -- wh ich of cour se are themsel ves 
pre sided over by deities, who are mothered by Memory. Th at is to say, the figurative 
imp ort of the ori,gins of the Muses and of l\1nemosyn e is to remind us that we do not 
kncrw the ong ins and can never go beyond imagining them. T o the question why the 
Muses originate in l\In emosyne, why imagination originates in memory, we can onl y get 
an answer that is the work of the imagination, which itself claim s its origin to be 
memory. l\Ine mosyne cannot be got around: in enquirin g about the origin s of 
Mn emo syne and the Muses, the Mus es are our guid es, and they will vindicat e the 
plau sibility of their answers by directing us to the realm of Mn em osyne herself. The 
child indeed bec omes mother to the wo man , to alter the gender in \Vordswor th's 
famous line attached to one of the major roma ntic statements on the relation of 
mem ory and imaginati on.4 Thi s, in turn, gives us a clue as to the meanin g of the 
meta phor i\foe mo syne expres ses, which is the very vanity of trying ro ascet tain origins. 
If 'm emory' thu s expr esses the necessar y presence in our explan ations of a m enta l 
proc ess tha t is imagina tive, we can only gra sp the relation bet ween m em ory and 
i!Tiagina tion as memory being a metaphor for the imaginatio n.5 

To see what it is tha t Blake rejects wh en rejec ting memory thro ugh dismissing 
the i\,luses, we therefo re have to .rephr ase the initial question and ask why , then , is it 
'memory' that is thought a fit metaphor for the imagination? .As we have seen , mythic 
genealogy wor ks by explaining one metapho r through ano th er. The metaphor stand ing 
behind the figure we are trying to unfold is the vindi cauon for the meaning of that 
figure . Thu s we arrive at the final form of our qu estion : why is it m cmo rv th;1t 

4 " The ChilJ is father of the ]\.Ian" runs a line of the I 80'.'. lyric beg innin g "lvly heart leap s up ,vhrn I 
bd1o ld / f\ rainbow in the sky." \Vordsworrh later arrached the stan za as epigraph to the Imm ort ality Od e. 
5 "i\l yrho logical statem ents ," says a critic argu ing in a diff erent context along similar line s, "lead to 
'lucs tions. T hen follow s somethin g stran ge, for ro these questions on ly the sro ry itself can mak e an answer. 
The myth turn s back upon itself becau se it is a q//estin11 that Jig11res its OIJJ// reply ( .. ) .Thi s ... is no t muddl e or 
mysti fication, however, but a11 111dicatio11 of method." Eliza bet h Sewell, The 01phic Voice. Poet1y afld 1\Ja/ttm! 
History. (Ne w l [aven : Yale University Pr ess, 1960) p.4, emph ases min e. 
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vindicates imagination? We have two mental process that seem to be metaphorically 
related. \'{!hat are the points of similarity that make this metaphor possible, and what 
are the points of difference that endow the metaphor with expressive power? The point 
of similarity I think is this: memory as a mental process is itself a form of imagination 
inasmuch as it presents to the mind what is not immediately given to the senses. The 
important distinction bet:w'een memory and imagination in this respect is that memory 
presents to the mind what has once, in some form, been already present to it. This is a 
restriction that does not, in theory, apply to the imagination: we are free to imagine 
whatever our capacities enable us to, while we can only remernber what has (mentally 
or physically) taken place. 6 It is this similarity and this difference that makes memory 
capable of vindicating imagination, and thus this is the meaning of Mnemosyne 
standing behind the Muses: memory metaphorically grants a truth-claim for the 
imagination. If we remember what we imagine, what we imagine has in some sense 
taken place, and is therefore not mere make-believe but true. The Muses are not just 
blabbering any phantasmagoria but - because they are the Daughters of Memory -- are 
telling us truths. 

Let us throw light on this matter from another angle to see how this 
metaphorical vindication of imagination works in literature. 1 will use the most obvious 
example, the epic convention of invocation, where the poet directly calls on the Muses. 
The figurative role of the invocation, due to the genealogy of the Muses who are being 
called on (the first 'metaphor' standing behind a convention, behind which stands 
another metaphor, Mnemosyne), is a plea for the refreshing of the poet's 1nemnry The 
poet must tell a story; not merely a story of make-believe, but a story that (in some 
sense or other) has happened - since an epic is to fulfil the function of accounting for 
the world, the nation, the origins and ends of our life within the time knmvn to us, it 
cannot afford to be put down to make-believe. However, the poet cannot remember 
the events he is to recite, as they took place before his lifetime, or often, when events of 
heaven or hell, or Olympus are also involved, before that of any man. Thus he must ask 
the Daughters of Memory to render him a service and help him recall what he would 

6 lr may be a separate question, of course, if our capacities enable us to imagine anything that has not in 
some sense taken place. This is a question that mav well pertain to one of the arch-c1uestions of art-
theories, which is if the artistic imagination creates anything new or merely imitates what is in some sense -
physically, historically or even only on the level of platonic ideas - given. Luckily it is not our concern to 

answer this c1uestion, but it should be noticed that its very emergence in this line of thought indicates the 
degree to which the relation between memory and imagination penetrates thinking about art; it indicates, in 
other words, that Memory seems to be present in the foundations of the concept of imagination. 
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have no way of recalling on his own account. Neither could the poet ask his listeners to 
believe that what he says is in any sense true and thus should matte r for them, unless be 
could claim that he is helped to remember what he himself could never have seen by 
deities who were 'actually pr esent' at the events recited, and whose memories are 
therefore to be trusted. 

Such a description of the convention of epic invoc ation ma y seem simplified 
almos t into silliness, bu t the convention itself does seem to mak e sense as an acting 011t of 
a figure. Figurativel y ·we are not only talking about the limited memories of the poet, bu t 
the limits of the human mind , and the limits of human kno wledge: thi s knowled ge may 
embrace the whole of time, but it is limited by time , i.e. it cannot reach beyond it as 
kno1v!edge into the realm where divinities dwell. Therefo re, the figurative sense of th e 
invoca tion, asking the l\fose s to help to remember, is in fact the poet's claim that he will 
sing of times immemorial. This also implies that poetry pre sided over by the Daughter s 
of Memory is in some sense concerned with beginnin gs and ends, with Creation and 
Apoca lypse, with origins and with truth. The service the Daughters of Memory render 
is in fact the guiding of the mind into realms beyond time. 

\Xie find that the fact that imagination can and does move in a realm beyon d 
time is expressed by a 'metaph or' (the Muses) that figur es human memory as reaching 
beyond time. The human mind can encompass what is within time by its ability to 
rem em ber. To rememb er what is beyond time, divine assistance is needed, and qui te 
naturally, this assistance should come from the Daught ers of Memory. If mytholo gical 
figun:s are, as it were, met aphors relating to the world ,.v-i.thin time, the Muses are 
ind eed meta phors for human memory and expiicativ e of ,vhat imaginative speech does. 
Their assistan ce, in a sense then, is nothing but the figurative express ion of that ,vhich 
is unve rifiable by human know ledge, of speech about the hum anly unkno wab le, of 
spee ch about beginnin gs and end $, about truth. \Xie find that the figur e 0f l'v1nemosyne 
loom ing behind works of imaginati on is itself a trope for the tru th-cl aim of the 
imagination. Thus, we find therefore that memor y is not only a for m of imaginati on as 
a rela ted mental process, but is in fact the figure fur the imag ination , a figure groun ding 
the importance and validity of ima ginative discourse within man's ver bal wisdom . 

It is such transiti ons of meaning that characte rise figures of speech, as ind eed, 
we have reason to think of my thic characters and stori es as functioning like figure s of 
speec h. In discussing the role of memo ry in poetr y, it is such a 'figure of memor y' that I 
want to concentrate on. I find 'figur e' or ' trope' the appropriate express ion bec ause we 
are not talking about mental processe s, but me anings that literary convention has 
attached to them. When Blake dismisses the Dau ghter s of Memory thus, he is not only 
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quarrelling with Locke or the imaginative quality of the works of classical antiquity, but 
I think he is also dismissin g the figure of memory. However, as we have seen in our 
glance at the nature of myth as a kind of a trope, as a figure of speech, and as we know 
from the renewed concerns with rhetoric and with the figurative power of language 
our century has ,vitnessed in philosophy and literary theory, figurative expression 
carries in its nature a tendency for not staying stable. \Ve can expect the figure of 
memory itself to keep altering. That is to say, to observe the role of memory not as a 
mental process but as a figure in specific imaginative texts, the task is not simply to pin 
down instances where we can catch glimpses of fixed meanings carried by literary 
conventions (such as an invocation); but much rather to observe how the texts alter the 
figure and how the figure shapes the texts in their interaction. Blake's case in this 
respect seem s especially interesting, because he explicitly exiles the Muses from his 
work. 'w1rnt happen s to the figure of memory in this process can thus account for some 
of the things happening in Blake's texts. \'(,'e have seen how difficult it is to get around 
Mnemosyne. Blake's attempt to do so can thus be expected to be an important element 
of the shaping of his poem s. 

BLAKE '.r REDEFINITION OF THE FIGL'RE OF A1EMORY 

That for Blake the Daughters of :t.-Iemor y inde ed determine the kind of poetry one 
comes to write becomes clear from, among st others, some of the passages of A Vision 
~(The l .£1st Judgement. 

The Las t Jud gement is not Fable or !\llcgory but Vision. Fable or Allegory are 
a totally distinct & inferior kind of Poetr y. Vision or Imagination is a 
Representation of what Et ernally Exi sts. Really & Unchangeably. Fable or 
Allegory is Formed by the Daughter s of 1viemory. Imagination is Surrounded 
by the Daughters of Inspir~:tlon whom the aggregate arc called .Jerusalem 

(E554) 

The distinction Blake makes here is often cited in explaining the difference 
between the kind of visionary poetry Blake called for, and imaginative writin g which 
Blake labels 'Fa ble or Allegory.' The difference depends on substituting the Daughters 
of Memory with the Daughters of Inspiration, and with that, on excluding memory 
from what Blake means by Imagination. The last sentence of thi s quote ma y be rather 
enigmatic without further explications of Blake's terms, yet even in the state of being 
innocent of Blake's terminology, one can notice a further difference, namely that the 
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Muses 'form ,' while the Daughters of Inspiration 'surround,' which suggests that their 
role in imaginative work is no t so much an activity, but merely a presence: they need to 
be recog nised as being present instead of, like the Muses, bein g asked to remind. Let us 
also side-step the complexities of what Blake means by Jerusalem' throughout his work 
and simply read '.Jerusalem' as the Holy City - even this under standing directs us right 
back to "what Eternally Exists. Really & Unchangeably." This, then, on the one hand is 
the aggregate of the Dau ghters of Inspiration, and on the ot her it is what Imaginati on 
represents. Imagination , then, is not so much a mean s to artistic forming, but the 
reco,gnition of the existence of what is unchangeably real; it is not so much a mental activity 
enhancing a specific way of speaking, but rather a mental state enhanc ing a specific way 
of seeing. Hence the virtual identity of Imagination and Vision in Blake. 

This already tells us something about the point where Blake deviates from the 
figure of memory: he doe s not need the help of the Muses, because the poet must see all 
that they could tell us about. \'{'hy this is so, we can begin to gather from a passa ge a 
little further on: 

Jupiter usurped the Throne o f his Father Saturn & brought 011 an Iron Age & 
Begat on Mnemosyne or Memory the Greek Muses which arc not In spiration 
as the Bible is. Reality was Forgot & the vanities of Time & Spac e only 
Remembered & called Reality. Such 1s the JYughty difference between 
Allegoric Fable & Spiritu al Mystery. Let it here be Noted that the Greek 
Fables originated 111 Spiritual Mystery & Real Visions and Real Visions Which 
are lost & clouded in Fable and Allegory while the l·Iebre\V Bible and the 
Gree k Gospel are Genuine Preserved by the Saviours Mercy. The Nature of 
my \X1ork is Visionary or Imaginative it is an Endeavour to Restore what the 
Ancients called the Golden Age 

(l':555) 

The begetting of the Daughters of Memory, as we learn from this passage, is a part of 
man 's Fall , or, in classical terms, of the decline of the Golden 1\ ge into the Iron Age. 
To Blake's mind, memory encompasses only life within time and space, which 
themselves only arise in a fallen state, and which are thus erroneously called reality. On 
this account, Blake seems to be cutting out with surgical precision the very heart of the 
figure of memory. Blake is saying that in the state where only time and space are 
remembered, reality is forgotten. Now, we have seen that in its figurative sense , 
memory was a going-beyond-time, precisely the opposite of what Blake here seem s to 
be saying. We have speculated that the figure of memory is expressive of ima gination 's 
journeys be yond (actuall y remembered) time, whereas for Blake, time and space mark 
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out the limits of memor y, and within these limits the poet is restricted to '1\llegory and 
Fable.' It seems, then, that Blake is not merely dismissin g the Mus es, but inverting the 
role the figure of memory gives th em. 

Yet that "Unchang eable Reality" which belongs to the Go lden Age and which 
Blake aims to "Restore" is not described as disappearing or becoming invisible, non-
existent , but as having been forgotten. Is it merel y splitting hairs to make such a 
distinction (after all, what is forgotten is invisible to the mind 's eye), or is it - as I tend 
to think the case is - ind eed significant that Blake sticks to a term within the semantic 
spher e of remembrance to describe the non-exist enc e of something (here the Golden 
Age) in the mind's eye? There may be several explanation s for his use of the word 
'Forgo t.' The most obvious one is the pressure of the figurative language employed: in 
describin g how memory blots out Reality, we are merely sticking to the metaphor used 
\Vhen de scribing this process as the forgetting of that Reality. Another explanation, 
along similar lines, is that the word is used to empha sise th e destructive work of 
memory, namel y that it is not a recollection, but inst ead a forgetting of final thin gs. 
Thi s explanation suggests a higher degree of consciousness in using the word, as it is 
not merely produced by the rhetorical swing of the passage but by an analytical 
approach to the nature of memor y, according to which memory, by marking out what 
is rem embered, also defin es what is forgotren. For Blake, what matters is what is 
forgotten. Yet this second explanat ion leads to a third thought: for if what is 
rem ember ed and what is forgotten define each other in bina ry opposition, Blake's use 
of the ,vord "Forgot" signals that his denouncing of mem ory does not mean he would 
hav e done away with the figure of memory, i.e. that he wou ld have gone beyond 
meraphoric remembering. H e chims he aims to rest ore rhe Golden Age, which is 
beyond memor y. He aims to re store what 1s forgotten - and how else could this be 
done if not by extendin g memor y further , re storin g to it the forgo tten. If Blake want s 
to " Restore" what is "For go t," he may as well say that he wants to remember it. 

Of course, th ere is a reason why Blake does 110! say this, and my intention is not 
to pr eten d that Blake is contradicting himself. The prev 10usly quoted passage has 
shown us that he docs not \Vant to remember the Gold en .\ge, he wants mstead to see 
it. The difference is in the imm ediacy of the exper ience: remembering is seeing at a 
remove (it is the recalling of what 1s nor immediately given , Locke's 'reflection' and 
abstraction) , while Blake' s Vision is an experience always immediate and particular. 
Thus to extend his memo ry furthe r is precisely what he refuses to do, as that would 
resu lt in the wrong kind of imaginatio n. Yet to avoid thi s fallacy, he claims to "Restore" 
wha t is "Forgot" - which is, after all, precisely what the Muses help the poet do , and 
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which, thu s, is identical to the figure of memor y. Mn emo syne is there, loomin g behind 
Blake 's "En deavour, " and thus a huge part of th e endeavou r is to exile the goddess. 

To resolve th e latent contradiction helps us in understandin g Blake's meanings. 
For instance , it follows from the above that by 'res tor ing' he m eans (belying the prefix 
're- ') imm ediate pre sentation . Th is in turn mean s that the Golden Age is for Blake not a 
past to be remembered, nor a futur e to be proph esied, but a pr esent to be recog nised -
the analysis of what he means by the Daughters of Inspirati on also pointed in this 
directi on . Once rec ognised as pr esent, the tim e-marker in th e notion 'prese nt' 
disapp ears because we have reco gnised an Etern al Present, and have reach ed a stat e 
beyond time (the go lden age or red emption). 

T hese are all-important shifts in meanin gs of wor ds , and to under stand them is 
of great help in comin g to some kind of an under standing of Blake. Yet the endeavour 
of his im agination is not so diffe rent from the one we have no ted as carri ed in the 
figur e o f memor y: Blake also speaks of origin s and ends , creation, apocalypse and truth. 
He even goes as far as speaking of his endeavo ur as resto ring the forgo tten . O nly, for 
him origin and end , creatio n and apocal ypse seem to be not point s on a line, events in a 
sequenc e, but as eternally and simultaneously present - thu s he must redefine 
'restoring' into som ething like 'storin g' (simultaneou s presence of thin gs), and me mo ry 
in to forgetting (we have forgo tten Unc hanging Realty because memor y binds us to time 
and space). Becau se Blake den ounc es memor y as a mental process , he must also 
denoun ce memory as a figure, but if he complet ely erased the figure of mem ory from 
his work, he would have erased much more than he wo uld hav e liked to. The solution 
seems to be to try to deprive memo ry of its figura tive sense. Thu s the invertin g we have 
noted: in its figurative sense mem ory exceeds Time, in Blake it bind s to Time ; thus 
'extending' memory wou ld merel y be extendin g T ime, so instead o f thi s, the trope has 
to be redefined; Mn emosyne and her daughters must be depriv ed of authority over the 
imagina tion, becaus e for Blake it is not them on whom the foundation of the truth-
claim of the imaginati on is built. 

But if this is the case, if we are witnes sing not merely a dismi ssal, but a 
redefiniti on of the trope, are we not also witnessing the proce ss in which th e figure of 
memory shapes text s as texts are altering the figure? \Ve have seen Blake sp eaking in 
terms o f the figure of memory about his aims (a "Rep resentati on of what Eterna lly 
Exists," a condemnati on o f the fact that only the "Va nities of Time & Space" are 
"Rem embe red ," an "E ndeavour to Restore ... the [forgotten] Go lden Age") and can 
thus discern Mnemosyne doing her figuring work when Blake ha s recour se to such 
metaph ors as the D aughters of Inspiration. H e thinks of th e Muses as m etapho rs 
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expr essing nothing but a mental process which he connects to Lockean refl ection, to 
abstraction and gen eralisati on. \Vhen he also thinks of it as a mental proces s bound by 
Time and thus as bindin g Imagination, he is already within the realm o f the figur e o f 
mem ory, not only talking about a mental proce ss but a metaph or he finds harmful. It is 
not the men tal proc ess that has to be exiled from the mind: it is the figure that ha s to 
be altered to free th e imaginati on. \'vb en this is don e "all will be set right : . . . the 
Dau ghters of Mem ory shall become the D augh ters of In spirati on," as he claim s in the 
Preface to M ilton (E95, emphasis mine). Mnem osyne, as Blake's choice of words has 
revealed, is no t killed off - she merel y refuses to stay stabl e, she become s somethin g 
oth er , she keeps altering, as figures will. 

\Ve have taken here a glimpse at how the figure of memory alters th e meanin g 
o f cert ain wor ds use d in passages activating the figure. \Ve have also caught sight o f 
how the pro cess can aid our und erstandi ng of the text s. Now I want to look at ho w a 
text alters the figure, that is, at the fate o f Mnem osyne and the Mu ses in po ems altering 
the figure of mem ory . 

"lNTR 0D UO JOi\J" TO THE SON GS O F IN NO CEN CE A S PA STORA L lN V0 CA 710N 

The first poem of The So11gs of I1111oce11ce, " Introduction " (E7), introduces not only the 
following poems, but also a pip er who is given the author ship o f all th e Songs o f 
Inn ocence. This right away warn s us to keep an eye on a doub le dim ens ion of meanin g: 
one given by the pip er, and one by a mind creating the fiction o f th e Songs qf Im1ocence, 
whi ch is the same mind creatin g the fiction of the Songs ef Experimce and which 
ther efore has a pre sumabl y wider persp ective th an the piper. Th is initi al warning taken, 
the instructi on given to the piper by the child he sees on a cloud in the openin g of the 
first song may itself be less straightforward - in fact, it m ay well turn ou t to be 
som ething othe r than a plea or instructi on for the writin g of the Songs. 

Th is is of major impo rtance, because I think the poem is out to manipulate thi s 
plea and instructi on and one way it can do this is ro use a pers ona to whom the 
manipulati on happ ens. Th e manipulati on itself concern s the figure of mem ory, wh ich 
we can start to suspect when we realise that "Introduction " take s the form o f an 
invoca tion : the singer of the ensuing songs is in spir ed in his so ng by a divine 
interv ention (the child on the cloud being quit e emph atically an ang elic im age); the 
po em describ es the mom ent s of this inspiration ; as th e openin g song, thi s seem s to 
equ al an app eal to a Muse to help the singer in singing what follows. O n this account, 
Blake in fact invok es the figure of mem ory in his opening po em. Is Blake un awar e of 
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this? Not at all, as we shall see. In fact, he seems so much aware of it that I am led to 
believe that what he does with the figure in the Songs is done almost consciously. Only 
almost, because Blake had no need to ponder about the nature of the figure and its 
figuring power. It was for him enough to be well aware of some generic peculiarities of 
the pastoral mode, which he employ s in the Songs, and as Blake was a thorough reader 
of Spenser, we have every reason to suppose that he was indeed aware of the 
peculiarities of pastoralism, triggering the activity of certain figures. On this, more 
presently. For now, it suffices to observe that if "Introduction" is an invocation, it takes 
a peculiar form of that convention. To begin to sec \.Vhat Blake does with the figure of 
memory , it is by closel y observing this peculiar invocation we should begin. 

Piping down the valleys wild 
Piping songs of pleasant glee 
On a cloud I saw a child. 
,\nd he laughin g said to me. 

Pipe a song about a Lamb; 
So 1 piped with merry chear, 
Piper pipe that song again -
So I piped, he wept to hear . 

Drop thy pipe thy happy pipe 
Sing thy song of happy chear, 
So I sung the same again 
\Vhile he wept with joy to hear. 

Piper sit thee down and write 
In a book that all mav read -
So he vanish'd from m.y sight. 
And I plucked a hollow reed. 

An d I made a rural pen, 
And I stain'd the water clear, 
And I wrote my happy songs 
Every child may joy to hear 

First of all, "Introduction" begins with the piper alread y piping, and that the 
song piped before the child's appearance is to the liking of the angelic phenomenon can 
be discerned from the movement of the first stanza, which ends with the child's 
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reactio n to the song, and that reaction is laughter , The piper begin s to be instructed 
with the opening of the second stanza ("Pip e a song about a Lamb"), and even though 
th e theme of the son g is dictat ed to the piper, the angelic consent to his "Pipin g down 
the valleys wild" is given - he is on the one hand asked to continue piping just as he has 
been doin g, and on the other is dictated a theme. \Ve shall soo n have more to say about 
thi s double- edged instruction that is and is not an instruction . 

It may be curious to note at this point tha t to the song pip ed about the Lamb 
in the second stanz a, the child reacts by weepin g - doe s this signal dissatisfaction on 
the part of the inspir er? My con jecture is that if we take the plea of the third line for 
repea ting the song at its face value, that is as a sign of satisfaction, then weepin g is as 
much an expr ession o f satisfacti on as laughter. Read thus, the conclu sion of the third 
stan%a, where the child weeps with joy, is, as it were, the verification of the implication 
that laughin g and weeping are, as it were, identical. \':\;'hat emerges with this 
understandin g is that the state of Inn oce nce is one of relatively undiff ere nti ated 
feelings, where joy and sorrow can easily coincide and thei r expression min gle in one 
feeling. Natur ally, th e point I wish to make is not that laught er and weeping are the same 
things her e and that thu s in Innocence there is no difference bet ween joy and sorrow . 
. -\t least seven of the nineteen Song s of Innocence contain some sort of weeping and it 
is more often than not an expr ession of sorrow , though this instanc e is not th e only 
one where the relati on of tear s and smiles to sorrow and joy seems not to be clear-cut 
("A Cradl e Song" and "T he Blossom" are intere sting examp les). \'(iith ou t clarifying the 
matter furth er, at thi s point it is suffici ent to emph asise tha t the weepin g of the child is 
not simpl y an expre ssion of sorrow and that the mingling of laughter and tear s seems to 
be characteri stic of th e state of Innocence - their com bin ation reminds us that we are to 
adjust our points of view while reading accordin g to context. 7 

Th oug h we may not yet be in a position to explain fully th e meaning of thi s 
feature , what is imp orta nt to stress is that we here com e to see a similar ambi guity 
emer ging as in the case of the child at once asking the pipe r to continu e the piping that 
pleases him , yet at the sam e time also telling him to change his song. Thu s we are 
beginning to see that there may inde ed be a contradiction at work in the poem, an 
oppos ition that is not, as it used to be customary to claim, betw een th e states of 
Innocence and Exp erience, but within Inn ocence. It is imp ortant to see this because it 
indicates the parado x that there exists some kind of a contradiction in a state that we 

7 David Wagenknec ht , Bla/ce'.r Night. W'illiam Blake a11d the Idea of the Pastoral (Cambrid ge, Mas s.: I [arvar d 
Unive rsity, Th e Belknap Pre ss, 1973) p 78 calls this featur e a " lexical detail of an elaborate language of 
perspec tives." 
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are given to understand as pure, unifi ed and unproblematic. \Ve will have to grasp this 
inherent contradiction to understand Innocence. 

The latent opposition remains present in the remainin g parts of the third 
stanza as well. The child proceeds in instructing the piper, yet it says "sing t,'?y song" -
the song is by now even more clearly prompted by the child , while it nevert heless 
rem ains the song of the piper, not that o f the child. The third line, triggering the third 
kind of reaction from the child, is in keeping with this ambiguity, as it emphasis es that 
the pip er sung the J°ame song 0;gai11 - this should enhan ce the argument that weeping 
with joy also hold s toget her essentially the same kind of reacti ons and is not a progress 
from one to another. ]\,Jore imp or tant than that for the time being, howev er, is that 
these ambiguities create the sense that the song within the poem is essentially the same 
from the beginning - the source of and the rea ctio n to the song arc both cast in 
ambi guity implying that the reaction may as well be undifferenti ated and th e source 
unch anged. The child's appearance of course doe s create some sort of chan ge, and if 
we claim that this is not a change in the so ng, this will have to be accounted for. The 
readin g her e offered will do this in due course. T he ambiguiti es so far unco vered in 
connecti on to the reacti ons of the child, and to wh ether it instru cts at all or not, seem 
related, and I will be arguing that their relation can be grasped in seeing that th e chang e 
that does take place in the poem is created by the shaping activity of the figur e Blake 
activates when he - by replacing the Muse with this ambiguously behavin g ch ild --
avoids invoking the Muses, and thus, avoids the figure of mem ory in his invocatio n. 
But to see this, there is still some way to go. 

The change that takes place in the cour se of the poem concerns prim arily not 
the song itself, but on ly the medium: the songs may be the same, but their medium is 
not. The explicit movement 111 the poem is from pip e to voice to writing, and parallel 
with that is the movem ent from the app earance to the inspirati on to the vani shing of 
the child. 111e parallel itself obviously suggests a connection, wh ich we can at this point 
only safely pin down in the third stage: th e child no longer thin ks its pr esence necessary 
when writi ng begins. Most readings of the po em put emphasis on this aspect: it has 
been in terp reted as the piper intern alising the child , becoming child enoug h not to need 
the child any more, and thus arrivin g in the Innoc ence the ang elic inspirer represen ts; 
or, as a process of decline from the purity of music throu gh language to text. 8 

8 Cf J oseph \Vicksteed , Blake'J fo11ore11ce a11d Exp e,imce (London, etc.: J.M. Dent, 1928), p.81: "The child is 
a mere happy vision inspiring the poet from withou t until he begins to work. He then cannot see the ch ild 
any more for the same reason that we cannot see our selves. The child is now something within ." 
\Vagenknecht (p.67) qu otes this evaluation more or less in agreement so me fifty years later. Seeing a decline 
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However, if we maintain the important point that the piper is an authorial persona who 
is within the state of Innocence (as opposed to the mind creating the fiction of 
Innocence), whatever should need to be internalised must be present in him from the 
start . The observation that the child instructs and inspires, but nevertheless keeps on 
calling for the same song underlines this. 

Turning the song into a text may be read as a gradual distancing from the 
immediacy of the experience, and as such, it may indeed suggest decline. This 
explanation, however, relies on some theorising either about the relative value of the 
media for romantic poets, or the relativ e value of forms of expression for Blake. But 
Blake did not have scruples about the writing of poetry being alread y a loss of the 
immediacy of the experience expressed. As we have seen, he did have scruples about 
certain kinds of poetry, but not about writing in general, or his own writing in particular. 
Thus, if the changes in the poem suggest decline, that is not a general statement, but 
pertains only to Innoc ence. In other words, if the change is a critique of the lack of 
immediacy of expression, the critique applies only to what the piper is doing. For the 
piper himself, of course, ther e is no lack whatsoever. If the song is indeed the same 
from beginning to end, what the piper is doing is recapitulating, maintaining, echoing 
the presenc e of the child. This echoing is done, ultimately, in the writing. Nor can we 
simply say that the piper's writing falls short by merely imitating the child, and thereby 
creating a distance betwee n him self and the child , between writing and song, since the 
song that is being written down, in this readin g, is no t only the same as the one 
prompted by the child, but also the same as the piper was piping before the appearance 
of the child. Because of the identit y of the song from beginning to end, writing is not 
imitating, but echoing the son g - which is another reason why the piper need not be 
worried eith er about lack of immediac y, or about the vanishing of the child: in his 
piping, singing and writing the same keeps resounding. This may well be one of the 
reasons why Blake doubles the possible points of view of the Songs through the 
introduction of the piper: 1vithi11 Innocence the piping, singing and writing echo each 
other; the media are unproblematic as th ey maintain an equal degre e of immediacy. If 
the poem does suggest any decline, this can then only be rooted in the kind of poetry 
the piper produces and will th en apply to The S011gs of Im10ce11ce as a whole. And the kind 
of poe try he produces, we arc now comin g to see, has to do with one specific way of 
maintaining immediacy. 

in the poem is not only prompted by the vanishing of the child, but also by the load ed w01:d "sta in'd" in 
the last stanza. 
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At this point it is well to remember that Blake's rejection of memory involves 
the rejection of (retrospective) 'reflection ' on experience, of abstraction as opposed to 
immediacy. \Ve have also seen that the child unmistakably resembles a Muse as the 
poem unmi stakabl y resembles an invocation to the Muse. \v'e are now also coming to 
see that Blake is refiguring the Muse into a barel y substantial child pr ompting songs of 
Innocence to imply that in these son gs memories granted by the Muse are being 
replaced by so me sort of immediacy. Just how this immediacy is created is what we now 
need to observe. 

So far, we have seen that part of this immediac y seems to be that regardless of 
the changes in medium and of the reactions to the song, the son g itself does not 
change. Thi s should then also impl y that - as opposed to the conventional relation of 
poet and Muse - the piper learn s nothing from, is 'reminded' o f nothing by the child. 
"Pipe a son g about a Lamb," says the child, and we could argue that it in fact does bring 
a theme to the poet from the clouds - which does seem to resemble the figure of 
memory, lending knowledge from abov e and beyond the span the piper's mind can 
encompass. But if in pondering just what thi s knowl edge may be we turn to "The 
Lamb," we find that even though in this poem the child is teaching the lamb about its 
origin and identity , the child and the lamb themselves turn out to be identical: "He is 
meek & he is mild , / He became a little child: / I a child & though a lamb , / \Xie arc 
called by his name." (E9). The <CHe" of these lines "calls himself a Lamb" and if the 
child is also "called by his name" the child , too, is a lamb - or, if he who calls him self a 
lamb "became a little child" then the lamb, too, is a child. 9 And if thi s poem establishes 
a virtual identity between child and lamb , then in "Introduction' ' the child's plea for a 
song about a lamb is in fact a plea for a song about the pleading child itself. This is an 
important interaction between these two poems as it pre sents to us the child of 
"Introduction" as so self-contained that even the song it inspires is merely an echo of 
itself. Moreover, this Muse has no reiation to Memory, as all it can offer for subject is 
itself: the child inspires not by aiding the poet's memory, but solely by pre senti ng itself 
to the piper. 

The poem thus is indeed a peculiar sort of invoca tion , which und ermines the 
figure of memory, and this undermining of the convention, in turn, tells us somet hing 

9 I am now overi ookin g the Biblical relevance of the Lamb - the poem with that in mind celebrate s the 
identit y of all creation in Christ. l am at the moment not concerned with the allegorical me aning of the 
poem, but onl)' the verbal structure. N ever thele ss, the fact that "TI1e Lamb" on thi s allegor ical n.:ading is a 
central piece of the Songs of I!moce11re all the more validates bringing it mto the discu ssion of the child wh o 
repre sent s Inn ocence . 
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about Blake's state of Innocence. It is an entirely self-sufficient state, where knowledge 
is merely a spontaneous, umeflected awareness of what is present to the senses. 
\-X1hatever lies beyond the immediately given - memory or foreknowledge - is 
practically non-existent, and the themes of the songs are thus themselves. The figure of 
memory, as we have seen, functions in invocations as a divine authority sanctioning the 
song. Innocence, howe, -er, knows no authority apart from itself: any outside authority 
would stain the self-sufficiency of the state. Innocence granted or demanded by an 
outside authority not itself in complete harmony with, and thus already within, the state, 
Blake seems to be implying, ,·ergcs on idiocy. The almost insipid simplicity of these 
songs is obviously a conscious rhetorical strategy, warning us of the dangers of 
Innocence: this state is only valuable ,-iewed from within - but, then, 'within' Innocence 
one does not 'v iew' at all; ,-icwed from without, it may appear as mere childishness. The 
Daught ers of :Memon- cannot be im -oked becau se if we merely remember Innocence, 
we may be caught up in inane sentimentality. 10 Yet this is only one aspect of the matter. 
More importantly, if we sec the poem as an invocation, and recall the work the figure of 
memory is asked to do there, we will ,cc that in this poem Memory is the very authority 
that has to be evaded to keep the poem a song of Innocence describing the state from 
within. 'tv[emory ha s to b(.' evaded because authority as such has to be evaded. This 
Blake does by making "Introduction" resemble an invocation that calls on the figure of 
memory , but an invocation in which the Daughters of Memory are replaced by an 
inspirer unrelated to memory. Supposing that the invocatory form of the poem is 
conscious, we may also suppme that Blake is in fact calling attention to his rejection of 
the figure of memory, and b,- thi, he is already outlining the srate of Innocence. 

But if this is the case, what can be said of the piper - does he 'learn' Innocence 
from th e child, does he accept the authority of the inspirer ? I have been arguing that 
the poem can be read as treating th e same song from beginning to end, and here we 
come to see the sign:ficance of this poss ibility. If the child merely asks the piper to keep 

lO All this ma y sou nd rather harsh 1t we consider the po ssibility that the S011gs was a book written for 
children. Children 's books is in fact one com ·ention nn which Blake reflect s with his own book, as I leather 
Glen shows in 1/'i.rioJJ a11rl Di.r ,:11r i:,111!1w 11!. Blake,- Songs and 117ords1vorth's Lyrical Ballads (Cambridge, etc.: 
Cambridge University Press, 1983; , but the se reflections of course were not me an t for children. One may 
even argu e that the pretence of the S11J(~f being ,1 bo ok for children itself cre ates the sense of the dan ger of 
Inn ocence : those 'innocent' adults who re~d it as a book for children and 'remember' their own innocence 
get the simplisti c sentimentalit\· anyone outside Innocence sees of Innocence; while a hypoth etical 
'innocent' reader (not a child, but a solll in the state of Inn ocence ) will enjoy the songs without reflecting 
on them. 
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up his song which is to the child's liking, as the opening stam:a implies, the piper is in 
fact not acting under authority at all. This is what we have termed as the piper not 
acting under the child's instruction but merely echoing the child. 

It is at this point that it becomes important to involve in our discussion the 
fact that Blake places the Songs into a pastoral context. This enables him to capitalise 
on a motif that the pastoral carries among its conventions, namely the pastoral echo. 
The piper, we are told, is "Piping down the valleys wild" - the opening image evokes a 
characteristic pastoral scene, a shepherd piping his song in a natural setting. 

Now, such a scene in pastorals is characteristically accompanied by the motif 
of nature echoing the song of the piper. This motif, I believe, is also evoked in the 
opening of the Songs. In a sense, it is evoked merely by the opening image, by placing 
the reader firmly in a conventional pastoral scene, inviting all the conventions that go 
with the pastoral mode. But there are instances in the illustration of this poem that also 
point in the direction of evoking the motif of echoing. The illustration is framed on 
both sides by the trunks of two trees and on the top by the entwining branches. Behind 
the piper are grazing sheep, the flock melting in the background into bending tress. The 
natural setting on the picture seems to be in motion, in movement that seems to be 
continuous with the movement of the piper, who is pictured striding forth, one of his 
arms moving back, looking up at the child, the wind blowing his hair. "The trees," as 
Erdman comments, "set a stately rhythm for his dance. ( ... ) The living forest and 
grazing sheep [appear] as a visual chorus behind the piper ... "11 Erdman's remarks may 
ensure that it is not just the present reader's/viewer's fancy to see on the illustration 
nature, as it were, echoing the piper. Erdman's term is "visual chorus," but it could just 
as well be a 'visual echo.' A.II the more so on account of the pastoral context, where 
nature is not a chorus but an echo to the piper's song. 12 Thus, taken together with the 
illustration, it is perhaps not too fanciful to say that as the first line sets off an echo for 

11 David V. Erdman, The I!!ttminated Blake. !f.1/i/!iam Blake's Complete ll!mni11ated lf.1/orks with Pla!t:-by-Plctte 
Commentary (New York: Dover Publications, 1992) p. 43. 
l'.:' To be fair, Erdman's interpretation of the illustration is not identical with my argument. I le goes on 
Gri.43) to c1uote from All Relzgio11s are 011c: "all ... arc alike ... & ... have one source" (I <'.2), and, he adds 
with Blake, the one source is the Poetic Genius. I Ie also says that the cloud in which the child floats and 
which creates an opening in the trees aboYe the piper's head is the opening of the realm of the imagination. 
Indeed, I haYe also argued that in the poem "all . are alike," but as I hope to show further on in my 
arguments, the "one source" is not so straightforward in the state of Innocence, the Poetic Genius not 
being at the height of its powers here. If the opening at the top of the picture is into the n:alm of the 
imaginat1011, in lnnocence the characters , as in the picture spatiallv, stay metaphorically 'below' it. 
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the reader, the echo of pastoral poems, so the pip er sets off at th e sam e moment the 
ech oes of hi s piping: as nature echoes hi s movem ent , the valleys re- sound the so und of 
his pipe. 

Furthermore, as we shall see in more detail in a moment, it belon gs to the 
characteristics of such pa stor al echoing to cast a shadow of doub t on whether it is 
nature tha t echoes the piper, or the other way around, the piper \Vho echoes nature. 
The point o f blurrin g the sou rce of th e sound is to conve y the harmony of man and 
nature , which is what the motif of echoing is primarily expressive of in past ora lism . 
Now in our poem it is obviousl y the pip er who originates the sound, but by evoki ng the 
past or al context and its motif of echoing, the son g in the first line is set into a context 
in which the so urce of the sound is neith er decid edly the pip er, nor decidedl y natur e. 

If, as has been argu ed, there is no progress in the nature of the song 
throughout the stan zas, then it also seem s fair to say that what we find in th e poem is 
rhe echoin g of this same so ng in differ en t media . If the child indeed asks the piper not 
for a diff eren t song, it is in fact asking him to echo the same song that is soun din g 
already wh en the child appear s, which song, und er this reading, m ay almost be the 
prod uct of the past ora l scene, nat ure, just as mu ch as of the piper. But one does not 
even need to imagine nature as the source of the so und to see th at the mem ory less 
l\1use of this invocati on actu ally enters an ech oin g land scap e, reac ts with joy, and 
prom pts further ech oes. 

In the opening of \'ir gil's First E clogue, th e opening of one o f the book s 
which we can conv enien tly regard as the fountainhead of pastoral poetry, Paul Alpers 
notes tl1e ambiguity co ncernin g the source of the echoing soun d alluded to above. I 
qu o te the first ten line s in his trans lation : 

Me!tboet1J'. You, Ti tyrus, unde r the spreading, sheltering beech, 
Tune woo dland mu sings on a delicate reed; 
\Ve flee our countr y's border s, our swe et fields, 
Aband on home; vou, lazing in the shad e, 
make woods resound with love ly Amarylli s. 
Ti(ym,: 0 Melibee, a god grants us thi s peace -
l•'.ver a god to me, up on who se altar 
A young lam b from our fold s will often bleed. 
I-le has allow ed , you see, my herds to wander 
And to plav as I will on a rustic pipe. 

The se are r ich stanzas, were we to compare them with Blake' s p astoral 
Inno cence with the god (who in Virgil 's Eclo gu e turns out to be a Roman ben efactor , 
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pr esumably Octavianus) granting peace and being gifted, in return, ,vith a lamb that 
beco mes a victim of th e authority presiding over the idyllic state . But we must stick to 
our more restricted theme. It is noteworthy in our context to quote Paul r\lp ers's 
int erpreta tion of the passa ge: "T ityrus is represented as living in a 'timeless' pre sen t, his 
otium an extended, blissful moment rather than a complete way of life. His song is 
represe nted not as the pipin g in the fields that he him self describes, but rather as ( ... ) an 
'echoing song' that fill the spac e aro und him." 13 Alpers does not mention Blak e in his 
work on pastorali sm , but as we shall sec, the extend ed bliss that is not a compl ete way 
of life hauntingly resembl es what l3lake makes of Inn ocence. More important for th e 
m ome nt than this is the nature of the song, which is rath er an echo than the pip er's 
ow n product in Alpcrs 's reading of Virgil. \'\ 'e have seen that the authority for the 
Songs of Innocence is not fully the inspiring child; taking into account the past ora l 
context Blake's poem e,·okes and the ambiguous relati on of piper-nature-echo J\lp ers 
uncovers in the openin g o f the major source for Europ ean pastora lism, we are led to 
think that this authority is not in the full sense the piper eith er (who, furthermor e, gives 
up auth ority over his song, if he ever had any, by following the instructions of the child 
in the furrhcr echoin g of the song). \X'C' recognis e an identical ambiguity as to the 
source of the song in Yirgil , as Tit vrns claims the song his own ~.10), while in 
Mcliboeus's stanza, the same song is represented as an echo resounding in the woods. 

Alpers also directs attention to a further, not unconne cted, ambiguity in the 
Virgilian passage: 

'He has allowe d me to plav as I will on a rusti c pipe' both indicates his 
[Tityrus's] dep end ence on his patro n and brin gs out, in balancing \1ua e 
vellem' (what I want) and 'permisit ' (has allowed), the problematic relati on of 
freedom and dependen cy. l---] The final line of ]Vfelib oeus's spee ch , on the 
ot her hand , gives a (jllite different ,·ersion of tht'. pas toral song: 'jimnnsa1.1; 
re.muare rlna·s Ama'.J'llirla .1-ilvas' (vou teach the woods to reso und lovelv 
,.\mardlis ). [ Jere man and landscape arc in tima tely responsive to each other 
.... The singer teaches the woods to sounc..l his bd oved's nam e; on the other 
hand, the actual sound ing is attributed to the ,voods alone ... " 14 

In this passage Alpers implies something that is very much to our point: the 
blurring o f the source of the echo seems to be closely connecte d to another ambi guity, 

13 Paul Alpe rs, 1[1/hat is Pastoral? (Ch icago The UniYetsity of Chicago Pre ss, 1996) p. 25. Th e English 
trans lation of the \'i rgilian passage is also quo ted here , as is the original. 
14 J\lper s p. 25. 
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that concerning dependence and freedom. By now, this should not surprise us, as we 
have seen that Blake 's poem struggles with evading the authority of a Muse that an 
invocation demands. If the child instructs the piper or not is expressive of this very 
ambiguity of dependence and freedom, which also seems to be implicit in pastoral 
echoing. 

Surely, echoes too have sources, there is, if we like, an authority producing 
them. But if it is precisely the source of the sound that is shrouded in ambiguity - and if 
this sense is created in Blake's poem, that is obviously not because he is following this 
Virgilian passage but because he unleashes a motif brought along by his use of the 
pastoral mode - then all we are left with is the echo itself: a sound that keeps 
resounding, repeating itself. "Piper, pipe that song again ... So I sung the same again"; 
"So I piped with merry chear ... Sing thy song of happy cheat" - Blake's poem with its 
emphasis on repetitions enhances the sense that the song that sets off echoing, or, 
conceivabl y, enn begins in echoes, is kept echoing throughout the poem. The child's 
inspiration docs not take the form of advising the piper of things he himself could not 
have known and would have to be, as by a Daughter of Memory, told, taught or 
reminded of. Instead, the child merely tells the piper to echo the echoes. Thi s is very 
much in keeping with the child giving itself for theme: the child in fact has the piper 
echo the child itself. This Muse, then, because unrelated to memory, instead of 
reminding of what is not known, merel y echoes what is given in its own person . The 
authority of memory is replaced by the echoing sound of the state of Innocence. 

Because memory is no part of Innocence, the child-muse offers itself for 
theme, and even then is only echoing the piper's song which itself may, on the account 
of how pastorals blur the actual source of the sound, be only an echo. The child' s 
reactions define for us the nature of this echo, and thus also the nature of Innocence, as 
breaking down the distinction between sorrow and joy, that is, as presenting an 
undifferentiated state of emotion. This lack of differentiation seems smoothly 
consonant with echoing: as in sound, so in feeling, we have in Innocence a state lacking 
authoritative source, self-sufficient, self-generating, self-sustaining, disallo,ving the 
definitions and differentiations of the reflective, reasoning faculty. Differentiating 
requires a kind of awareness that spoils Innocence and that hears echoing not as 
sourceless resounding of sound, a kind of awareness that is capable of locating the 
source of the echo and of seeing that as authentic sound it is illusory. 

Blake infuses into his poem through the pastoral context not only a motif, or a 
sound, but a figure that 1s laden with meanings, a metaphor expressive of the state of 
Innocence. My supposition is that what is at work in the poem is not merely an echoing 
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sound, but the 'figure of echo' (as analogous to the figure of memo1-y) . This figure is set 
up by the time we get to the closure of the third stanza, and thu s the child can vanish 
and th e piper can begin writing the songs of Innocence. We hav e seen in the discussi on 
of the change of medium that this writing is indeed echoing the previous piping and 
singing, and we have said that the writing, from the pip er' s point of view, preserv es 
some kind of immediacy. T his is the immediacy of echoing. And because the pip er is in 
fact //1/iting echoes, we have reason to believe that th e Songs of Inno cence are imbued 
with echoin g. Echoing here is a form of immediac y, it is a metaphor for the specific 
kind of imagination at work in Inn ocence , for the means o f (re)pre senting reali ty, the 
means of getting as close to it as possible, reproducin g it in a degree that exceeds 
imitation, as the sourc e of a soun d and its echo are virtua lly the same. At least 
apparently so. 

This is why the feature of mingling weeping and laughter is so important. It 
m ay characterise Innocenc e, but viewed from outside Innocence - from the perspecti ve 
of the reader and also of the poet for who m the piper is just one of several pers onas -
joy and sorrow are not merel y echoes o f each ot her: the y are two different thin gs, 
which make s it clear that sorrow, too, is part o f Inn ocence, eve n if within Inn ocence 
thi s does not appear so. We are reminded, that is, that Inn oce nce is not perfection, 
even if within Innocence the re is no awareness of any lack. Our reading of the p oem as 
an invo cation has sho wn us that the poem displac es Memory in order to displace 
auth ority and thus create th e self-suf ficiency of the blissful state of Innocence. \Ve hav e 
unc ove red the figure of echoin g as replacing the figur e o f memory to achieve this end. 
But if we also observe that Innocence is only a state of bliss from a certain perspec tive 
and that it, too, has its shor tcomings, tha t writing echoes is on ly a form of immed iacy 
within an echo-chamber (such as the sta te of Innocen ce may he), we ma y expect to find 
that the figure of echo, as the aut horit y replacin g the figure of mem ory. itself carri es 
this shortco ming in its figur ative structure: in o th er words . 1f Echo sho uld be the 
pr esiding authority over the song s of Innocence, we can cxpecr Jt~ figurative activity to 
create the shortcomin gs of the stare of Innocen ce. l tJ order to grasp hm,v this 
figuration, which we hav e uncovered ,,'., shaping "Intr od uction" and presumabl y to a 
large degree the whole of Innocence, ·works and what it docs, we must take a closer 
loo k at the figure of echo itself. I shall have more to say about "Introduction" - we 
have only read the first three stanzas, and the fam ous crux of the poem, the word 
"sta in'd " still awaits explication, but first we must come to a better understandin g of 
the figure of echo, so it is th ere we now have to turn . 
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THE FIGURE OF E CH O 

We have already glimpsed one context of echoing in Virgil's First Eclogue and saw that 
implicit in the motif is an ambi guity as to the source of the ech o, and connected to that, 
as to the freedom or depend ency of the shepherds. Th e cont ext was relevant not onl y 
on the account of the natur e of echoing but also because Blake creates a pastoral 
context for the Son gs, and thu s while con sidering the figure of echo, it is well to do thi s 
prim arily within the past oral con venti on which is permeated with it and which Blak e 
uses i..t1 the Songs, thereby allowing the figure to be active in his poems. 

To begin with, how ever, let us, as we have done in our treatment of the figur e 
o f memory, obser-..e som e myth ological roots of echoing, which are obviously relevant 
for pastoral echoing. The stot)' of the nymph called Echo has several versions, and 
eve n in Ovid's Metammphoses (a text Blake knew thorou ghly) two different ones are 
used .15 According to on e, Ech o distracted and detained Juno w ith endless chatterin g so 
that the nymphs could flee wh en Juno could have caught them lying with Jupiter . In 
rev enge , Juno reduced Ec ho to ba,-e "o nly the briefe st poss ible use" of her voice - to 
m ere repetition. Thi s stor y tells us little about Echo herself , apart from that she had no 
greater power of speech be fore Jun o's penalty than af ter, and implies no more than that 
ech o is a figure for 11nitation lacking creativity. This, how ever, should already make us 
suspicious of the kind of aurh ority Echo can grant the songs of Innocence. Howev er , 
Ovi d rbcn goes on to a diff erent story about her, pickin g up a fable that associat es 
Ec ho with Narcissus, in a sec tion of the L'vle!amorpho.res that John Hollander sees as th e 
"locus classicus of echoin g." 16 T lus sto ry recite s Echo' s unrequited love for N arci ssus 
and their unsuccessful erotic enc ounter is developed throu gh echoing: to Na rcissus's 
" Hue cocanms" ('here let us mee t') l ~cho respond s "Coe amu s" ('let us make love') .17 

Yet as Echo advance s, Na rcissus flees her and cries " emoriar , quam sit tibi copia 
nos tri" ('ma y I die before I gi\·e ,·ou power over me ') and is answered by the echo "s it 

15 Cf. O vid, ivle!amorp!l(}ses (Pen guin, 1955, prose trnnslatton by 1\Iary M .. ln ncs ) pp.83 -84. 
16 J oh n r Tollandcr, The Fwtre of Echo. A • .vlork oj.A!l11sio11 ifl i'v1ilt()// ,111d After (Berkeley , Los Angeles, Lond on: 
University o f California Pr ess, 198 1) p .25. lf oilandcr's book has a very different focus than I do in thi s 
essay, but it may be worth ment ioning that its Int roduction and first chapt er ("Echo Allegorical ") argue for 
an interpretati ve method sirnib r ro the one used here. 
17 Ori ginals and these tran slations come from [ lo llander 's acco unt, p. 25 . I le suggests for an En glish 
equ ivalent of the exchange : ' Here let us come together ' answered by Echo's 'Let us come. Together .' 
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tibi copia nostri" ('I give you power over me'). 18 As the reference of the pronoun 
changes, Echo hands over power, and by subduing herself, she is in fact resigning 
authority over her passion. This story, too, gives us Echo as a dubious figure for 
authority, and added to this is the erotic dimension - her voice being imitative rather 
than creative is paralleled by her lack of power in initiating sexual encounter. All this I 
believe is very noteworthy in the context of reading Blake, for whom mere imitation is 
not a form of imagination at all and for whom unhindered desire and creative 
imagination are related. If the figure of Echo enters "Introduction" from this Ovidian 
story, we can see the figuring work as two-edged. On the one hand, the figure of echo 
is indeed one that undermines any authority, but on the other, this lack of authority 
does not result in real freedom: under the authority of such a figure, Innocence is 
indeed devoid of exterior sanctioning, but the creative power of the state is reduced, 
and reduced in the form of the incapability of fulfilling erotic desire; that is, in the form 
of sexual impotency. This, as we shall see, does in fact apply to Innocence to a great 
degree, especially in the form this state of the human soul takes in the figure of Thel in 
the early prophetic book titled after her. 

There are, however, some further associations mythology has burdened the 
figure of echo with. Most significant in our context is the fable reciting Pan's love for 
Echo. In this version, Echo is a nymph taught by the Muses to sing and who, being 
much concerned about her virginity, flees all erotic advances. Among the refused is 
Pan, who, having failed to seduce her, becomes envious of her music and "sends a 
madness among the shepherds" who 

tore her all to pieces and flung about them all over the earth her yet singmg 
limbs ['adonta ta mele' - punning on 'limbs' and 'song']. The Earth in 
observence of the Nymphs buried them all, preserving to them still their 
music property and by an everlasting sentence and decree of the l\foses breath 
out a voice. And they imitate all things now as the maid did before, the Gods, 
men, organs [instruments[, beasts. Pan himself they might imitate when he 
plays on the pipe; which when he hears he bounces out and begins to post 
over the mountains, not so much as to catch and hold as to know what 
clandestine imitator that is that he has got. 

18 In lnnes's translation the exchange is: "I would die before l ,vould have you touch me" answered by "T 

would have you touch me." This version emphasises erotic desire, the other dependence. Obviously what 
we actually have is dependence on, or as a result of, erotic desire. Sit tihi copia nostn, more literally 'let rou 
have the profusion/wealth of me,' is a phrase beautifully condensing these senses. 
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The quoted passages are from the third century A. D. pastoral romance 
Daphms and Chloe by Longus, which is, if not the only, but certainly the central source 
for this version of Echo's myth. 19 The translation in which it is quoted is George 
Thornley's Elizabethan version, which signals that the text may have been available for 
Blake, or for his own renaissance sources to pastoral echoing, notably Spenser. 

The relevance of this story to "Introduction" lies on the one hand in its link to 
Pan, who lurks behind our context by virtue of pastoral piping. \Ve can, however, still 
broaden this context and follow Hollander in tracing yet another tendency in this 
"tradition of interpretation," which associates Echo and Syrinx. As Ilollander puts this: 
Pan's "sigh of disappointment at the armful of reeds he came up with when he clutched 
for the metamorphosed nymph [Syrinx], blowing through those very reeds and 
producing 'a faint and plaintive sound,' as Ovid puts it, ... is a version of an echo." 20 

Not only are we back to an Ovidian story (which Blake is certain to have been familiar 
with) featuring a figure of echo, but also to "Introduction" featuring the "hollow reed" 
the piper is left with as pen at the end of the poem. Pan's pipe turns into the pen of 
Blake's piper and thus Pan's aborted desire and the echoes of his song turn into the 
Songs of Innocence. 

\Xie should for a moment return to Daphnis and Chloe and observe also the 
haunting resemblance in its account of Echo to the Ovidian story of Orpheus: the 
sexually fuelled jealousy of the opposite sex, for which Echo and Orpheus, both 
indulged in song, have no concern. results 111 their being torn apart; but - Longus even 
echoing the Ovidian pun - their limbs keep up their song. 21 Orpheus's remains drift to 

the island of Lesbos, which is where the plot of Daphnis and Chloe is set. Orpheus and 
Echo, moreover, arc as it were relatives, both being a descendent of a Muse. 

If so far we have noted that the figure of Echo carries in her constant imitation 
of sound a lack of creativity, which is also connected to incapability to fulfil sexual 
desire, we nmv also note another strain active in her figure, the Orphic strain that 
pastoralism seems to have taken up. \Vagenknecht's study of pastoralism in Blake's 
poetry, following Richard Cody's analyses of the genre, points precisely to Orpheus as 
the mythological figure invoked by pastorals. The invocation of Orpheus "in an 
appropriate context of love, landscape and poetry can be said to signalize the 

19 The Linglish translation of this passage is from l Iollander p. 8; the parenthetical comments are also 
I Iollander's. Alpers p. 323 dates Longus's text as earlier, belonging to the second century. 
20 Ilollander p.10. cf. also Ovid, I. 708; pp.47-48 in the Penguin edition. 
21 More precisely, in the case of Orpheus it is only the head that keeps singing, but this does not invalidate 
the resemblance of the two stories . Cf. Ovid p.247. 
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renaissance pastoral mode ."22 In Cod y's understandin g, the aim of pastoral fiction is a 
reconcili ation between this-worldliness and otherworldliness, and Orpheus "both as 
lover and theologian, is credited with finding a single voice for all th e intimations of this 
world's beau ty and the other world's that solicit the human mind ."23 It seems to be no 
accident rhat scholars of the genre tell us that Orpheus is the figure inv oke d in 
pastoralism, that it is notably a pastoral romance that is the pr im ary source for the 
associati on of Orpheus and Echo, and that we hav e found Blake inviting the figur e of 
echo in his invocatory poem to a sequence set in the pastoral mode. In the figure of 
Echo is a mo tif that makes her an eligible addre ssee of an invo cation. Moreover, 
especially in the pastoral mode , this figure is a likely candidate to replace the figure o f 
memory by virtue of her relation to Orpheus, the arch-poet. " [P]astora l echoin g," says 
Hollander, "from Theocritus and Virgil on comes to be associat ed with a response of 
nature, in kind, to poetic discourse itself. " Nature, of course, resp on ds to the song of 
Orpheus, and the "essence of Orpheu s," as \v'agenknecht commen ts on the figure 
from its other end, "is the authority and the power of the poetic vo ice." 24 

\v'e are now coming more clearly to see both the imp or tance of reading 
"Introduc tion" as an inv ocation, a con ven tion that seeks for an auth ority for the poetic 
voice, and Blake's use of the pastoral context in which, via Orpheus as such an 
authority, the essentially authorityles s Ec ho can be invoke d as a figure presidin g over 
the song. The mytho graphic connection observed between Orpheus and Ech o surface s 
in the tran sfer ence of the "authority and the pow er" o f Orpheus to pastoral ech oing as 
a figure for "p oetic discourse itself." We have also thus uncover ed two strains activ e in 
the figur e of echo. On e is erotic de sire, doo med to fruitlessness because of creative and 
sexual imp ote nce and lack of authority over this very desire, the other is the authenticity 
of the poetic voice it triggers. This authenticity in pa stor alism is expr essed by the figure 
coming to mean the harmony of man and natur e created in the echoing son g. T he 
dependence implied in the figure is itself two-fa ced: on th e one hand Echo is 
depend ent on what is said to her, on the other , the pastoral song seems to be 
depend ent on the echoe s of the landscape, and by a remove , on the auth or ity of 

22 Richard Cody, The L:111ds,i1pe o/ the i\Jind (O xford: OUP , Clarendon, 1969) p.14. (Ju ot cLl by 
\Vagcnknecht p.4. To remi nd again, referenc es in thes e studi es to renaissa nce pa storalism should not worry 
us because it is especially the rena issance stage of the development o f the genre Blake was fam iliar with 
through his intima te know ledge of Spen ser , which Robert G leckner demo nstrates in abundance in his 
Blake @d Spenser (Baltimore and London: Th e John .I Iopkins Univer sity Press, 1985) . 
23 Cody pp .12, 29; <Juoted in Wagenknecht p .4 
24 I Iollanclcr p. 7; Wagenknecht p.4. 
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Orpheus standing behind the song as presiding figure . Yet this double -edged nature of 
the figur e is resolved at once, as Orpheus as a 'me taphor ' is expressive of poetry 
creating a harmony betwee n man and nature, and thus the pr esiding figure behind 
pastoralism is that of harmony - and an authority that is in harm ony with what is 
subdued to it no long er requires dependence. The Orphic element of the figure o f echo 
that pa sto ralism brin gs to the surface apparently saves Echo from her dep end enc e, 
turns the figure of ech o from expressin g dependenc e into expressing harmony. 

H owever, the redeeming of E cho in past orals is indeed on ly appar ent, the 
reason for which is that figures cann ot be redeem ed: they stay active, carr ying with 
them all the burden s literature has put on them and keep figurin g the text s tlrnt employ 
them with the import of the whole of that burd en. T he met aph or 's tanding behind ' 
cannot be eradicated, its figuring po\ ver remains active in the new context and meaning 
as well. We have seen, under the magnifying glass of Paul 1\lpers, that the openin g of 
Virgil's First E clogue , a poem pastor al enough, still carries the ambiguity of freedom 
and dep endence, and morem·er that this ambi guity finds its way int o the ambivalence 
of the source of the echo, which otherwise would be put dmvn to expre,sing the 
harmon y o f man and nature. To poin t out that past ora lism docs not in fact resol ve the 
contradiction in the figure (the contradiction of harmony and dependence, of the 
presidin g figure bein g a completely authoritylc ss authority) by way of making it 
expressive of harmon y, it is instructive to put briefly beside each ot her two differin g 
views on pastoralism. Alpers claims that in the observed Virgilian passage we find the 
developm ent of t\vo distinguishable versions of the pastoral, one in Meliboeus's stanza, 
and ano ther in Tityr us's. The first, labelled by a "w oodla nd mu se," is one in wh tch lhe 
idyllic wo rld is longed after and Is thus connected to desire and unr eachabilty in which 
ero tic pleasures are imagined to sound in the echoing woods, thus connectin g the 
longing after the idyllic state with eroti c desire. 25 This vers ion seem s to be promin en tly 
connec ted to echoing, as it is Melibo eus's stanza that describes the song Tityru s claims 
as his own as an ech oing sou nd . The secon d is a version lab elled by Tityrus's "rnst ic 
pipe ," in which the longing of Melib oeus is accommodated primaril y as a result of the 
acceptance o f the ordering and auth or ity o f ethical and social norm s, which accept ance 
brings fulfilment to th e longing after the Golden Age. If we put beside this Thomas 
Rosenme ycr's observati on tlut wha t made Virgil trans fer the scene of The ocritan 
bucolic s into the woods of Arcadia is that \voo dland s are a mor e suit able plac e for the 
continual reso undin g of echoes, and thus for the respo nses of natur e, we have a line of 
developm en t that gives increasing prom inence to echoing to give promin ence to 

25 See for instance Virgil, Eclogue I, 35-40. 
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harmon y, but with that (as the 'woodland muse' is associated with the version of 
pastoral that emphasises longing ) also to the presence of an unfulfilled desire. The 
figure, it seems, does not allow itself to be redeemed, it is beyond salvage as it keeps 
figuring its contexts with all its import. Rosenmeyer also argues that Thcocritus hardl y 
works with echoes and that his herdsmen move in freedom without awareness of any 
obligation or authority. 26 This latter statement is of course also applicable to Blake's 
Innocence, but the fact that Blake does use echoing shows that his application of the 
pastoral context lirnits thi s freedom via the dependence implicit in the figure of echo. 
1\nd the form this dependence take s is Echo's futile longing , which obviously is a 
limitation to spontaneou s freedom. 

Let us now finally collect all these threads and point to the relation of what we 
have learned about the figur e of echo to Blake's own pastoral. \Ve have seen on the one 
hand Echo's figurative assoc iation to Orpheus, which establishes pastoral ech oing as 
poetic discourse crea ting harmon y between man and nature. Blake's use of the past oral 
context implies that Innoc ence is such a state of harmony. All the more so, becau se if 
the echoin g we have observed in the first three stanzas of "Introduction " is a 
reverberatin g sound with the figure itself casting doubt on the source of the sound, the 
Songs derive from no particular auth ority, and the poetry the ech oing inspirer pro mp ts 
present s a state of self-suffioent, self-sustaining harm ony and spontaneous, unreflected 
freedom. This is what Bhkc brings to the Songs by the use of the convention. 

Yet this is not all that he brin gs to them, be cause, on th e othe r hand, we have 
also seen that Echo is connected to a lack of creativity and a lack of sexual fulfilm en t. 
Her handing over of power in the Ovi<lian story (handin g over her capability to initiate, 
to be the source of sound and, by a rem.ave, of authority over vo ice) reflects a rather 
differen t nature of her separa r.ion from authority , as the lack of autho rity in this case 
results not in a notion of harmonious equa lity but endless, and endl essly futile, desir e. If 
Echo ech oes the sound o f nature, she is also depend ent on nature. Pastoral echoing 
may turn echo into an expression of harmony, but the figuring pow er brings to light an 
element of dependenc y in this harmo ny. Febo echoing nature is metap horicall y echoing 
the natural instinct of man, i.e. man's depe ndence on natural instinct, which thm limits 
spontane ous freedom and unreflected joy. Sit tibi ropia nostri.: 'I give you power over me'; 
'I would have you touch me'; 'let you have the profusi on of me': in the realm of Echo 
man is giving power over himself to nature, admittin g that until nature cuddles us, until 

26 In this passage I have condensed (in a har shly simplified but hopefully not distorted way) analyse s from 
Alpers pp.24 -26, 161-163, and Thomas Rosenmey er, The Green Cabimt. Theocrit11s a11d the Ettropea11 Pastoral 
Lyric (Berke ley - Los Angeles: The University of California Press, 1969) pp. 148-150, 186, 237. 
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we are in the laps of nature, as the children are so often cuddled in the texts and designs 
of the Songs in the lap of a protective mother, we arc also cuddled by our own nature, 
in which desire may at any minute erupt into fruitless longing, undermining the 
harmony apparently achieved in the lap of mother nature. Harmony with nature 
actually means a protection from longing, but as in nature longing is not eradicable 
since desire is part of nature, this protection leads to the impossibility of fulfilment: 
ham1ot!Y e.\pressed through the figure of echoing stths11mes desire instead of fitlfil/i11,g it. It is this 
mechanism that the figure of echo activates. It may well be worth noting at this point 
that perhaps the most memorable and thus most strongly reverberating echoes of 
English poetry in Spenser's Epithalamion are silenced (or begged to be silent) as night 
descends and love at the end of the marriage day is finally fulfilled. 

Ovid's story of Pan and Syrinx, obviously important in Blake's pastoral 
recapitulating even the "hollow reed" of that story, works to the same effect. Pan's 
sighing into the hollow reed is a version of echoing, and the piper's song and its echoes 
carry in them the sound of Pan's unfulfilled desire that survives as the undertone of 
pastoral piping and echoing landscapes that came to express the harmony of man and 
nature. \"Ve may also note that if this harmony created by poetry roots in the story of 
nature responding and being tamed by the song of Orpheus, then the undertone in 
question can be found in this story as well, as Orpheus himself suffered from 
unfulfilled desire after having lost Euridycc to tl1e underworld, and as he was torn apart 
by those whose desire he was not willing to fulfil, being instead concerned with his o,vn 
longing and creating harmony with nature. In this story, the deceptiveness of this 
harmony beautifully comes into the open, as while Orpheus is busily harmonising, not 
only is he numbed by his own longing, but ends up torn apart by sex-driven women -
not a soothing image of harmony, to be sure. It is an image of harmony with nature 
that carries the seeds of its own destruction in that harmony. Orpheus's fate is as much 
carried in the figure of echo as in his harmonising song - we may well read the episode 
where the head of Orpheus is singing as an ech, · nrevious songs, if we remember 
Longus's account in his pastoral romance, n · 1 of echo along the lines of 
the fate of Orpheus. 

THE STATE OF INNOCENCE """1ND THE WRTTING OF ECHOES 

The child appears in "Introduction" in place of a Muse and activates, instead of the 
figure of memory, the figure of echo. \vben it vanishes from the poem in the fourth 
stanza and leaves the piper behrnd to write echoes, the undertones of the figure are also 
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activated: the piper picks a "hollow reed" and makes a "rural pen" - applies, in a sense, 
Pan's pipe to write his pastoral Innocence; but after having seen what kind of a sound 
emanates from Pan's reed-pipe, which is the source of much pastoral echoing, we may 
not be surprised at the ambiguity of the word "stain'd" in the next line as the piper 
"stain'd the water clear" for ink for his reed-pen. As he sets the hills echoing (echoing 
his inspirer, who's instructions themselves resembled echoes), he also activates an 
undercurrent of longing and desire, inimical to that blissful, spontaneous state of joy 
and fulfilment we come to know as Innocence. 

The ambiguity of the word "stain'd" signals the presence of such an 
undercurrent of meaning by implying a stain on the purity of Innocence as soon as the 
piper obeys his inspirer and begins to write echoes. It seems that it is precisely the 
echoing that creates this stain: Blake replaces the authority of a Muse over his song to 
exclude memory from the state of Innocence by a self-generated sound consonant with 
the self-sufficiency of Innocence, and introduces instead, as the form of that self-
generating sound, echoes. In this sense, Echo becomes the authority over the song, and 
her figuratiYe relation to Orpheus in the pastoral tradition does seem to make her fit for 
such a role. \Vith the same gesture, ho,vever, the songs of Innocence are also rnade to 
resound with Echo's phrase, sil tibi copia nostri. In Blake's context, the power given over 
is the power of imagination. \Vriting echoes may be a form of writing that eludes the 
authority of memory, which, as we have seen, for Blake is a prerequisite for the writing 
he calls Vision, but, paradoxically, this detachment from authority creates dependence. 
As reverberating echoing, as sound voiding itself of authority, the figure of echo is 
suitable for expressing a harmony of man and nature (harmony being based not on 
dependence but equality) and the spontaneous joy and memoryless imagination of 
Innocence; yet the undercurrents of this figure seem to create dependence on nature 
and lack of creative ability to fulfil the desires incurred by that dependence. (T\fan's 
natural instincts and desires are of course part of what is meant by 'nature,' as the figure 
of echo itself has implied.) Tlus may well explain ,h,~ ambiguities of the child 
instructing-yet-merely-echoing and of its laughing-yet-weeping observed earlier: it is in 
fact the figure of echo that may be creating these am;J1guities. As if, by using such 
ambiguities in the Songs, Blake were indeed echoing Echo, making Innocence yield to 

the power of the figure, saying 'I give you power over me.' \'v'hich, going further, may 
well throw light on how these poems are shaped, and that, quite naturally, should also 
tell us something about the natute of Innocence. 

The staining in the last stanza, then, seems to be the staining of Innocence by 
the figure of echo: echoing as pure poetic discourse - the figure finally set up by the 
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poem's movement from piping and singing to the writing of the same song - is stained 
by echoing as fruitless desir e. The shortcoming of the state of Innocence is, on the one 
hand, that its safety from the despairs of natural desire is only apparent, and on the 
othe r that at the same time it lacks sexual potency and, by one remove, it lacks creativ e 
energy. Memory may hav e been displaced, but writin g echoes is still not a sufficient 
form of imagination. Thu s, as the piper begins to write echoes, he stains the clear water 
with Pan's reed: he, as we have said, through the figure o f echo, infuses futile longing 
into the apparently idyllic state, and he also writes the wrong kind of poetr y. This 
poetry is perhaps of a higher order than the one written under the authority of the 
Muse, as it excludes abstraction and reflection, but is still not "Visionary or 
Imaginative" (ESSS). On the same score, one may suspect that Mnemosyne has not 
been fully exiled - her Dau ght ers han merely been refigur ed, and they keep refiguring 
the poems, as a Muse is bein g refigured into Echo. But then, in mythic genealogy Echo 
and Orpheus are themselv es descendants of the Muses. 

Of course, to the pipe r the word "stain'd" ha s no connotations that would 
thro w shadows on Inn ocenc e or his writing. The majorit y of the ambiguities of the 
Songs work on this principl e: the face value of the such words expresses the point of 
view within Innocence. For this reason, one must not be quick to undo the apparent 
inn ocence of ambiguous words in the poems. It is by continually switchin g our 
perspective between the explicit and tl1e implicit that we are given both an outline of 
Inn oce nce, and a critic1ue o f the stat e or form of imaginati on that Innocence outlines. 

Thus, when we read that darkness descends over the pastures in the concluclin g 
line of "The E,choing Green" (ES), we are invited to in terp ret this as signalling with 
eqnnl force the end of the day in the simplistic fiction of the poem, and as a threat to 
the bliss the fiction describes. In fact, on e need no t move beyond the verbal structur e 
of the poem to hear the ominous ring of tl1e last line. There is an easily visible 
moveme nt in the poem from "The Sun doc s arise" (1.1) to "Th e sun does descen d" 
(1.23) and from "On the Echoing Gree n" (1.10) to "On the darkening Green " (1.30). It 
is agmn worth working out just how the echoing of the Gree n is created in the first 
stanza : 

The Sun does arise, 
And make happy the skies. 
The merr y bells ring 
To welcome the Spring. 
The sky-lark an<l thru sh, 
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Th e birds of the bush, 
Sing loude r around, 
To the bells cheerful sound. 
\Xlhile our sports shall be seen 
On the Echoing Green. 

It is by the end of the stanza that the Green is set echoing with all sort s of 
sounds of nature . The first sound is that of the bells, which sound is then echoed by the 
bird s (they sing "to the bells ... sound") . The bells them selves sound in welcome to 
Spring , thus, by analogy, they echo Spring as the bird s echo the bells. Sprin g being 
conve ntionally metaphorical for birth, a metaphor enforced here by the rising of the 
Sun in the first line, th e sounding of the bells echoes this birth by setting the landscape 
into motion - or, better, echoing metaphorical 'Spring' by setting the landscape echoin g, 
giving it voice or imaginativ e birth . In this sense, then, it is Spring that is the sourc e of 
the echoing, and this makes it necessary to postpon e the reading of this poem and turn 
to "Sprin g" (E 14-1.5) to sec more clearly the nature of the se echoes. 
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Sound the Flute! 
Now it's mute. 
Birds delight 
Day and Night. 
Nightingale 
In the dale 
Lark in Sky 
Merrily 
Merri lv Merrily to welcome in the Year 

Little Boy 
Full of joy. 
Little Girl 
Sweet and small, 
Cock does crow 
So do you. 
Merry voice 
Infant noise 
Merri ly Merrily to ,velcome in the Year 

Littl e Lamb 
Here I am, 



Come and lick 
My white neck. 
Let me pull 
Your so ft\V ool. 
Let me kiss 
Your so ft face. 
Merril y l\-lerrily we welcome in the Year 

ECIIOI N (; IN N OCEN C E 

This poem, in Wagenknecht's reading, is "very much in the Orphic tradition," 
and presents the "process o f creati on. "27 Nature responds to the sound of the flute , 
comes out of the silence into day and night, the flute animates birds, and then children. 
As in "T he Echoing Green," everything that is animated in this poem 'welcomes' the 
year with its sounds and actions. The po em also depicts, in the process of re sponse s, 
the arising of erotic desire as the child woos the lamb in the fashion of a lover in the 
last stanza. 

Yet if this is indeed, as \'\lagenknecht suggests, a dance of the season to an 
Orphic pipe, why doe s the pipe become "m ute" already in the seco nd line? The sound 
of the flute seems to be replaced by bird song in the third line, and the fourth line 
affirms that this bird song is bound to nature, to the nature the pipe ha s awoken. The 
natural world and the pow ers of the piper indeed are in harmony, as we would exp ect 
from an Orphic poem , bu t ir is notewor thy that at the first sound of the pipe, other 
voices take over, as if the pipe was no lon ger needed, because its echoes are henceforth 
sufficient to keep the poem in motion - as inde ed the echoing refrain suggests. Thi s 
closely resembles the vanishing of the child in "Introduction." Thus when we ask if the 
motion of th e poem can reach as far as completin g the kiss, we are also asking if writin g 
echoes (which the piper begins after the vanishing of the child) can achieve the 
imaginative rebirth that in the union of child and lamb would here repeat the Orphic 
creation or the comin g of Spring to the ech oing gree n. 

Blak e etched this poem on two different plates; on the first, there is a child in 
the hp o f a mother figure, and some sheep farther off, while on the second th e child is 
seen wi th a smaller and nvo bigger lambs, pulling the face of the small one towards its 
face. This enforces the sense of movcmen t towards eroticism. Yet the two bigger lambs 
on the second plate seem to be the parents of the sma ll lamb - as the protecting 
mother disappears from the first plate, protectiv e parents appear on the other side on 

27 \Vagenkn ech t p.25. My readtng here owes to Wagenknechr's analyses of this poem and its illustrations 
(cf. pp. 24-29). 
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the second. This is yet another instance of ,vhat we have called a visual echo. It must 
also be noted that there is a slight change in the refrain in the third stanza: "to 
welcome" changes into "we welcome," suggesting the harmony of child and lamb, or, if 
we like, the success of the wooing. The illustrations, however, imply that there is in fact 
no exposure of the 'lovers' to the dangers of an independent relationship, the dangers 
implied by the biblical reference of betrayal in the second stanza ("Cock does crow / 
So do you"). The ever-present guides (the mother on the first, the parent-sheep on the 
second etching) are there to protect child and lamb from a world where betrayal has 
also been evoked. Design and text together imply that the appearance of "we" in the 
third refrain may well indicate harmony, but is not the consummation of the kiss. The 
poem's development stops short before this would take place, and the consummation is 
replaced by the return of the line that echoes through the poem, as the image of the 
mother is 'echoed' on the second plate by the image of the parent-sheep. 

The two-fold nature of echoing comes out very clearly on these plates. The 
pictorial echoing of the mother by the parent-sheep on the designs is also expressive of 
their harmony, just as the word "we" in the last refrain is expressive of the harmony of 
child and lamb in the text. At the same time, the echoing itself, both by pictorial means 
and by means of the refrain, is what stops the kiss short of being actually made. The 
protection of the parents is present and is necessitated by the potential betrayal, 
implying the dangers of the world beyond the pastoral that approach with the poem's 
approach towards eroticism. Innocence is not entirely safe, not entirely devoid of 
desire, the innocent require protection. Harmony here is not exactly a fulfilment of 
love; it seems to coincide, paradoxically, with a stopping short of fulfilment, which is 
necessary in order to stop short of exposure to an unprotected state. Neither is this a 
bad thing within Innocence. There, it is plainly harmony. Harmony, expressed by Orphic 
piping and pastoral echoing. 

But the figure of echo does its work here as well: while Echo, unsatisfied by 
Narcissus, resounds her words of longing, her voice turns into the pastoral echo 
expressive of the harmony of man, song and nature. 'I give you power over me' - in 
Blake's Songs, Echo gives power over to the harmony of pastoral song; the song admits 
her desire, but instead of fulfilling it, subsumes it in a harmony that claims to protect us 
from the despairs of longing. This protection is benevolent, as it keeps up the realm of 
Innocence, but is abortive in that with the same gesture it keeps up the echoes of 
longing. The work the figure of echo does in the poem beautifully comes to the open as 
the refrain, with the word "we" inserted, follows the phrase "Let me kiss / Your soft 
face": we get harmony instead of fulfilment. 
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Spring, as the birth of the Year, is in this poem heralded in by the sound of a 
flute - it is, in this sens e, itself an echo, as it is an answer to the Orphic song. If we now 
return to 'T he Echoin g Green" with what we hav e learned about Spring here, that it is 
itself an echo, giving birth to a year that will be spent under the ambi guous authority of 
the figur e o f echo, we will have a by now rath er un surprisin g answer to our initial 
question concerning the source of echoing in that poem. The bird s echo the bells, the 
bells metapho rically echo Spring, and this sets up the Blakean scene of Echoi ng 
Innocen ce, as Spring itself is an ech o initiating furth er echoing. "The Echoing Gree n" 
is not an 'Orp hic po em' in the sen se \'?agenknecht describes "Sp ring" - here we have 
no initi ating flute . \Vith the rising of the Sun Spring arrives and '=choing is set off to 
"make happy the skies." The source of this happ iness is o f course pastoral echoin g, the 
children' s harmony \vith nature. Th e turning of the "Ec hoing Green" into "darkening 
Green" within Innocence is only the end o f one blissfu l day that will be follow ed by the 
next; viewed from without, howe ver, we may well suspect that more than that is 
implied. T he more ominous sense is made almost explicit by saying that the childr en 
\vho re tire to the laps of their moth ers at the end of the day "No more can be merry" 
~.22). This, of course, is also the mom ent when echoing comes to an end. As oppose d 
to Spenser's Epitha/amion, however, the descendin g night and the dying down of 
echoin g is no H ymen , but a night spent in the mot her's lap -- in the lap of mother 
nature , if we like, that maintains the pot ential for longing. 

If the poem ind eed describe s a natural cycle, as seems m be the case, then this 
implies that the bliss of Innocence is dependent on this cycle. It is perhaps well to 
remind ourselves at this point that echoi ng is not only a figur e, but also a ph ysical 
phenom enon in which the figure roots: as such, echo ing depend s on nature . If Blake 
replaces the figure of memory with the figure of echo, he also repl aces a mental process 
with one that is dep endent on natur e. If he is replacing it to escape ima ginative 
depend ence on a Mu se, he is playing a deceptiv e game . If we set up a metaph or ic 
connecti on betw een m emory and echo saying that what we rem emb er are ech oes from 
our pa st, then there is still an important diff erenc e betwee n the two: while mem ory can 
and do es reshape the remembered, echoe s recapi tulate the same. Under the authority of 
the figur e of echo, dep endence on natur e cannot be escaped. The figure itself turn s this 
depend ence into a harm on ious relati on, which is pr ecisely the sense of Blake's use of 
pastoral ech oing. But this does no t erase the dep endence inher ent in the figure. The 
children in their m other's laps, which feature s often in the design s and texts of the Sot {~S 

of Im,ocem-e, is expres sive of just this dependence. But this also means that w-ith natural 
decay, Innoc ence also decays. The "organic decay" Harold Bloom notes in the threat of 
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th e 'darkening' green 28 is itself encoded into the Songs from the start by the echoing 
invocation. 

That this decay is in fact a regressive element in the imagination that writes 
echoes can also be discern ed in the "The Echoing Green." The poem counterbalanc es 
the approaching darkness by the lines 

Round the laps of their mother s, 
Many sisters and brothers , 
Like bird s in their nest, 
Are ready for rest . 

The children retire into safety; but they are also retirin g into their dependence on 
(mot her) nature. That the retiring of the children into their natural safety should 
coincide \vith the darkenin g of the green brings into the open the threat inherent in the 
harmony of Innocenc e. So far, however, we have not treated the middle stanza of the 
poem, to which we mu st now turn . 

Oki John with white hair 
Does laugh away care, 
Sitting under the oak, 
Among the old folk, 
They laugh at our play, 
And soon they all say. 
Such such were the joys. 
Wh en ,ve all girls and bo ys, 
In our youth -time were seen, 
On the Echoing Gree n . 

The elders, too are in harmony with the natural scen e and the children: their 
age does not contrast them to the little ones, as the y, too, by seeing the children , " laugh 
away care." The old folk, how ever, speak in the pa st tense - this apparently connect s 
them to memory, since wh at the y utrcr is what the y remember. Yet they share in the 
present bliss and remember their own past bliss at the same time. They also join int o 
the echoing scene by, as it were, echoing the joy of the children. The ir experience is one 
from the past, actualised by resounding in the present - and this is precisel y \vhat an 

28 IIarold Bloom , The Visionary Comp"'!Y· A Rcadi11g of English Romantic Poetry (London: Faber & Faber , 
1961) p. 31 
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echo does to sound. The relati on is nicely brought out aurally (by the repetition) and 
conceptually (by the past ten se) in the line "Such such were the joys." In Innocence, the 
reminiscences of the old folk are turned into echoes instead of memories. This, I 
believe, is once again the me ans to lend their joy immediacy instead of making it 
nosta lgic. 

N ow if we imagine Innocenc e to be an eternal state of bliss and take 
"darkening" ,it its face value, that is, as the end of a day followed by a next blissful day 
and so on, the children who now retire into their mo thers' laps will after a good 
number of such days become the "old folk" sittin g in this scene under the oak. In other 
words, the echoing of the Gr een will remain the form of experience for the children as 
it is now for the old folk. But the children themselves are even now playing on an 
echoing green, their form of experienc e being thu s no different from the direct yet 
indirect experience o f the old folk. "Darkening" with all its omin ous conn ota tions 
describes the state when echoing remain s the form of experience for ever. By invers ion , 
the old folk echoing the children them selves remain childr en . The old and th e young 
are not contr asted; they echo each oth er; they are the versi ons of each other. True, this 
also implies that the old folk remain innocent - in this sense, th ey are th e positive 
contrast to the elders o f Experience who are not in harmon y with, but repress children. 
But then, these old folk also keep retiring to the laps of their moth ers. They do not 
excee d the protective cuddling of natur e, they do not become creative mind s, the y lack 
the power for imaginative rebirth becau se they sing under the authority of Ech o. 

Th e elders in this po em are abs olutely positive figures, but that is only because 
we are here within Innocence. Viewed from an other perspective, it is in th e 
unengraved prophetic book written around the same time as the Songs, Tiriel, that we 
find the equivalents of these elders: 

And Har & Hev a like two children sat beneath the Oak 
Mn etha now aged ,vaited on them. & brought them food & clothin g 
But they were as the shadow of Har. & as the years forgott en 
Playing with flowe rs. & running after birds they spe nt th e day 
And in the night like infan ts slept delighted with infant dreams 

(E277) 

I do not think it is exaggeratin g to say that where "shado w" is written in this 
passage we may easily have 'echo.' A shadow is the visual equivalent of an echo, but 
that is not the only reason. The elder s of "The Ec hoing Green" are viewing their 
former selves, the y echo the children, in a sense they are the echoes of them selves. Th e 
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vales of Har, of which IIar and Heva arc the shadows, is the pastoral world of Tirie/. 
Likewise, the elders are themselves the echoes of the pastoral scene of Innocence -
their laugh is presumably also echoing in the landscape as they echo the laughs of the 
children. \'\?ere we not within Innocence in the poem, as we are not in Thiel, we may as 
well weep at seeing them. The relation of the 'shadow' in Tirie! to the echo in the Songs 
seems even more tenable by recalling a passage from the Mani({ge of Heaven 111td Helf 
"Those who restrain desire, do so because theirs is weak enough to be restrained ... 
And being restrained it by degrees becomes passive till it is only the shadow of desire" 
(E34). The figure of echo, as we have seen, infuses into the Songs the echo of desire, 
which, as Echo's own desire, can only be passive. The figures of I Iar and Heva make 
explicit the regressivncss the figure of echo creates implicitly in the old folk of "The 
Echoing Green." 

It is also noteworthy that in Tirie/Mnetha, "tutelary genius" of the state of Ifar 
and Heva, the regressed innocents, bears a name that is presumably made up of the 
names of "\thena and Mnemosyne, goddesses of wisdom and of memory. 29 Thus in 
Tirie! those who are incapable of imaginative rebirth are presided over (partly) by the 
Mother of the .Muses, by memory, while in the Songs, where the shortcomings of 
Innocence are essentially the same as what produces the vales of Har, Echo has been 
found to be the gonrning figure. The echoing green valleys of Innocence and the vales 
of Har are, one could argue, of course not the same place, but as Northrop Frye 
reminds us, "all imaginative places are the same place" for Blake. 30 Mnemosyne and 
Echo are no aliens to each other, echoing does not defeat memory by its illusory 
immediacy. Innocence seems to be Beulah instead of the vale of Har of Tirie! in Blake's 
mythology merely by , 0irtue of the vie·wpoint. by the imaginative act of taking up a 
vie\vpoint inside Innocence. 

The imaginative act in question - the form of imagination in Innocence - is 
one that claims to do a,vay with memory as a part of tl1c imagination. But this, as Blake 
achieves it through the reliance on pastoralism, as we have seen, has its own 
consequences. Not only does this form of imagination appear in a sense regressive, not 
only is it not "Vision," but consequently it also has the added shortcoming that once we 
are within this state, there is no way to exceed the limits of Innocence.3 1 The 

29 Bloom, Commentary in E, p.946. 
30 Frye, "Blake's Introduction to Experience" in Frye, ed.: Blake. A Collection of Critical Essays (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J: Prentice - Hall, 1966) p. 27 
31 The vale of IJar in Bloom's phrasing (pp. 45-6) is "a lower paradise and seed bed of potential life which 
undergoes its own cycles but never dies into the life of human existence and so never becomes altogether 
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conclusion of The Book of The/ makes explicit just how ultimately binding this state of 
the soul and the writing of echoes are. Thel is allowed a glimpse beyond her pastoral 
world and upon hearing the "voice of sorrow" she flees aghast: 

\Vhy cannot the ear be closec.l to its own destruction? 
Or the glistening Eye to the poison of a smile! 
\Xi'hy are Eyelids stord with arrows rcac.ly drawn, 
\Vhere a thousand fighting men in ambush lie? 
Or an Eye of gifts & graces, show'ring fruits & coined gold! 
\X!hy a Tongue impress'd with honey from every wind? 
Why an Ear, a whirlpool fierce to draw creations in? 
\'(.'hy a Nosetril wide inhaling terror trembling & affright. 
\Vhy a tender curb upon the youthful burning boy! 
\v'hy a little curtain of flesh on the bed of our desire? 

The Virgin started from her seat, & with a shriek . 
Fled back unhindered till she came into the vales of Har 

(E6) 

Thel is obviously being frightened away from the world beyond her pastoral bliss by the 
exposure of the sensuality awaiting her. This is completely in keeping with what we 
have observed about Innocence, with Echo's incapacity to participate in this sensuality, 
and in Tin"e/Blake shows us what becomes of the virgin who flees back into the vales of 
f Iar, the pastoral world - our reading of "The Echoing Green" has revealed the same 
process. Furthermore, as Robert Gleckner has pointed out, the sex of the voice of 
sorrow remains ambiguous and "Blake is at some pains ... to allow the voice to be, in 
effect, Thel's own as well." 32 With this in mind, the first line of this speech - "\Vh y 
cannot the Ear be closed to its own destruction?" - may well be read also as Thel's own 
lament on he:: captivity in echoing Inn ocence. The "destruction" is, in this reading, that 
of echoe s, for it is to her, who cannot hear but echoes, that the world of sensuality 
appears as terror. She has fully given power over herself to the figure of echo, and thus 
she is doomed to imaginative passivity. 

The Book of The!, The So~gs of Innocence and Tiriel, all of which employ or reflect 
on pastoralism, outune a similar state of the soul and the imagination, though from 

real." We are now throwing a glance at the cycle o f this state of imagination, but what matters in the 
present argument is that "it never dies" into life; in other words, exit from it is not possible. 
32 Gleckner, Blake a11d Spemer p.33. 
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diff erent viewpoints. That the point of view makes all the difference can be discern ed 
from the different impressi ons Thel and Har and Heva are made to make: Thel is a 
fragile, pure, innocent spirit, while Har and Heva are ridiculous and pathetic. If, as I 
have been arguing, in The Songs of Innocence Blake tries to avoid memory, he does allude 
to the presence of Mnemos yne in Tiriel, in the book depicting the future fate of Thel, 
who her self is quite evidentl y in the state of Innocenc e. That is to say, in the Songs Blake 
creates a form in which the imagination claims to do without memory, but as soon as 
he makes us take up a differen t point of vantage and gives us a broader view of the 
pastoral world of echoin g Inn ocence, he re-admit s memo ry into the state of th e 
imagination his versions of the pastoral describe. On this score, we could obviously 
conclude that Blake is giving a satire of pastoralism and throu gh that also of a certain 
kind of imagination which he, largely due to its conn ection to memory, finds wantin g. I 
do not want to pretend that the satiric dimension of Blake's pastoralism should be 
disregarded, but it is quit e a diff erent point I want to concl ude ,vith. I think that on the 
basis of observing Blake' s strategies of excluding mem ory, we can also begin to grasp 
the nature of his oeuvre - in other words, we can grasp how Blake's work is formed 
through observ ing his struggle to exile Mnemos yne from the work of imagination . 

r\s we have seen, in creating his state of Innoc ence, instead of writing 
traditional pastoral, Blake has his piper write echoes - tl1is on the one hand is an 
avoi dance of the authori ty o f memory, and on the other it is outlining the central 
features of this state via its imaginatiYe potential. In thi s sense, avoiding memory itself 
has a role in shaping the poems: the specific altering of the figure Blake activates her e 
accounts , as I have tried to show in some of its detail s, for much that made the se 
poems take their specific shape. ffow ever, if the fate of the Muse here is to be refigured 
int o E cho, we are still witnessing the vicious circle of mythological statements (and 
rejecting the Muse is such a stateme nt), where metaph ors stand behind one another and 
disallow the poet's exit from the realm ruled by Mnemosyne. Thel's incapaci ty of 
leaving the vale of Har is itself an indication of the difficul ty, and the re-admission of 
memory through the figure of Mnetha in Tiiiel shows us that though the Muses may 
have been exiled from the Songs, l\foemosyne has not been exiled from the form of 
imagination these texts employ. As in our discussion of th e figure of memory, here too, 
we may ask if there is any getti ng around these metaph ors, and here too, we find tha t 
the metaphors do not vanish, but are only refigured : in thi s particular case we have 
found the figure of mem ory being refigured into the figure of echo . Furthermore, this 
very refigurin g plays an active part in how the pres ence of the metaphors effect s and 
shapes the texts. But then, Blake seems to be well aware of this (which we can discern 
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from his manipulation of generic peculiarities). He seems to be implying that far more 
needs to be done to avoid memory, which he indicates by presenting the pastoral world 
from different viewpoints. He is, I think, aware that memory and imagination are so 
fundamentall y bound up that to undo this tie, he must in a sense undo poetr y, or, to 
tone down the provocation in this statement, to undo our ways of understanding 
poetry . The aim of which, ultimately, may well be to achieve a way out of the vicious 
circle of interpreting metaphorical statements through other metaphors. Should this be 
achieved, not only would poetry be liberated from the realm of Mnemosyne, but our 
understanding of poetry may also have to be cut loose from the realm of literature. 
That Blake's aspirations may in fact go this far can be grasped in his attempt to 1JJ1ite 
visions and in his demand that we read visions. 

AFTERIBOUGHTS: BLAKE '.s' FORNI OF POETRY BEYO ND MEMORY 

As we notice that understanding Blake depends to a great degr ee on understanding the 
shifting of vie,vpoints, we may remember that in contrasting the Daughters of Memor y 
and the Dau ghters of Inspiration, Blake seems to have been asking precisely for a 
specific zvqy of seeing for the right kind of poetic imagination - in oth er words, we can 
easily connect Blake's technique of vie,v1Joints to a demand for an emphatically visual 
under standing of poetry. Furthermore, the visual element seems smoothly consonant 
with some of the reasons for Blake 's rejection of memory. Memory is to be exiled from 
the imaginati on because it binds the mind to time by enhancing seeing in sequence and 
becau se it bind s it to generalisation by enhancing thinking in abstractions. Sequence, 
and what seems its neces sary concomitant, abstraction, may be more comfortabl y 
evaded by images than by text s, since the literar y is neces sarily temporal , while the 
pictorial is spatial. The pictorial, theoretically, prc ~ents to the mind all elements of its 
subject simultaneously, while language cannot bu t work in sequence; and we can also 
argue that images (again strictly the oretic ally) achieve a higher degree of immediacy of 
perception than word s, which cann ot but contain an element of abstraction du e to the 
proce ss of signification. Consequcntiy, it seems likely that Blake 's combinati on of text 
and image is a necessary part of his endeavours for excluding memory from the 
imagination, for presenting an atemporal Vision. 

The counterpart here of the visual imagination in literary technique is Blak e's 
manipulation of point s of view. We have seen that one specific point of view will nev er 
give us the full sense of what Blake is saying, nor are we asked to progress from one 
viewpoint to the next. Inn ocence is not just one stage of the imagination, out o f which 
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one can progress to higher stages. This is precisely wh at writing echoes implies: echoe s 
cannot generate other kind s of sounds, only repeat the same. Likewise, writing ech oes 
cann ot develop into another kind of poetry. This is preci sely what echoing reveal s in 
conn ection to the state of Innocence: because Innoc ence is echoing with its own 
soun ds, it can only be echoed by its dwellers. The pip er will keep being inspired to 
write the same song, the only one which he seems capable of writing, Old John will 
keep hearin g the echo es o f the joy of the children and stay a child in imagination , Thel 
will for ever flee the voice of sorrow which echoes her ow n terro r at what lies beyon d 
Inn ocenc e, and Har and Heva will never see themselves as Blake make s us see them. 
But Blake makes us see them as regressed Innocent s only thr ough the conjuncti on of 
several works, and of several point s of view. Only by seeing simultaneously all the 
viewpoints Blake has to offer can we grasp all he meant to say in individual work s. 
Surely, there is nothing very surp rising in the observati on that new light will be th rown 
on a poem by other po ems of the poet. In the case of Blake's work, however, our very 
misunderstandings of a poe m \vhich can result from disregardin g other poem s is an 
essential part of any one of Blake's poems. In its radi cal form , this will mean that none 
of Blake's particular texts will yield to und erstandin g without considering the whole of 
Blake's poetry ; or, the misund erstandin g that deriv es from not considering the whole 
oeuvre is itself part of what each poem has to tell us - but th en again, we will on ly 
understand our misund erstandin gs through observing the who le work. Without holding 
in mind all the view-points simul taneo usly, our interpr etations will act out the fate of 
Thel, just as a limited und ers tandin g of, in our case, The Songs of Innocence \vill yield 
nothin g but sentimentality. If ou r int erpretation only echoes Innocence, we will remain 
en trapped in a limited form of imagination. 33 

T his is very prob ably one of the features of Blake's poetry that make s it so 
difficult to understand: in a sense, we have to read all his poetry to be able to see int o 

33 Robert Gleckne r 's important essay, "Po int of View and Context in Blake's Songs" (first published in The 
Balleti11 ~! the Neu; ·York Public Library, LXI, 11, November 1957, and reprinted in North rop Frye, ed., Blake. 
A Coilectio11 ef Critical Emgs pp. 8-14) opens by giving a crititJue of J oseph \v'icl.;'steed's reading of "My 
Pretty Rose Tree" as guilty of jus r the kind of fallacy I am describin g. Among other instances of the 
consequences of such read ings we could mentio n Gillham 's avoid ance of noting or interpr eting the 
ambiguities of the poem s, in Blok, 's Contrary States (Cambr idge: CUP, 1966), which is the resu lt of seeing 
lnnocence as simpl y 'good' and Exper ience as simply 'bad. ' Of course I am not implying that excellent 
critics dabble in sentimental ity when reading from restrict ed viewpoints, but one doe s find a good deal of 
some time s tediou s mora lising when such .criticis m attempts to make th ese simple poems seem imp ortant in 
themselves. 
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any one piece, and to see whatever it is that Blake wants us to see, we should , becau se 
we can but read his po etry, read it all at once, as it were, simultane ous ly. But then , this is 
probabl y the very reas on why Blak e writ es the way h e does, usin g constantly shifting 
viewpoi nts, giving us no t a sequenc e o f poems, but showing us the vas t panorama o f a 
single wo rk. It is from th e same p erspec tive that it becomes very signific ant th at Blake 
was no t only a poet bu t also an arti st, and the fact that he also pro du ced de sign s is an 
essential part of the way he wrot e. \Vhat I am driving at with th ese point s is my 
impressi on that Blake is asking the reader to see his p oetry as if it wer e a singl e im age, 
thus attemp ting to br eak down th e inherent temp orali ty of th e literar y tex t and the 
ab stracti on inherent in wo rd s. Blake's boo ks to a certain exten t tes tify to thi s, since 
what Blake produced were in the majori ty illumin ated book s: no t merel y words on 
paper, but exquisite art- objects to be treated, seen and read, as obj ects . For inst anc e, in 
one version, the Son:ss of Experience is etch ed on the o ther side of th e plates of th e Songs 
of Innocence, the result o f which is tha t when we see or rea d one sid e, we cann ot sec th e 
o ther , but in fact we hold bo th in our hand s, we have both state s at once be fore us.34 

The idea I want to inj ect here is tha t this is of imp orta nce in Blake 's work: hi s book is 
also an object with spati al dimension s, which if we 'flip through ' in sequence will lose 
some of its dimension s. 

But Vision seems to mean even more than th e presentati on of the world as one 
image. If Blake present s his poetr y as a vast pictur e, it is furth erm ore to be seen as a 
four-dim ens10nal ima ge, the fourth dim ension being the simult aneo us Vision of the 
three distinguishable dim ensions of images - only thu s ,vill Visio n ind eed belon g to the 
imaginati on and not only to the eye. The three dim ensional ima ge, if we like, is wha t we 
see with th e eye, but ima gination loo ks " thru [the eye] & no r with it" (E5 66) . 
Corr espondin gly, Blake's whole m ytho logy (if we wish to give it that name ) is itself 
"fourfold ," built up as it is of Ulr o, Ge neration, Beulah and E den, where fourfold 
vision belongs only to E den , and so does what onl y qu alifies as fully human for Blake : 
"The Hum an is Four fo ld" (E 97). Inn oce nce cann ot b e the final form of in1aginati on : it 
may pr etend to have done away with m emo ry, but it is still only part of th e whole 
picture .35 Because to Blake memor y bind s the mind to time, sequ enc e and ab straction, 
it is relegat ed to Ulro. 

34 See Peter Ackr oyd, Bl,,ke (Lo ndon: Q uality Paperb acks Direct , 1995), pp .121, 141. Ackrovd argues (pp 
141-42) that due to the " technical process " of the prod uct ion of the book , it "beco mes resistan t to 
conven tional interpretati on ( ... ) ." 
35 See Fr ye, Fearjit! Symme/J]', p.233: "Beulah is a plac<: of perilou s equipoise, being as it is the region of the 
imagination whic h falls shor t of the discipl.med unity of art . Ede n is 'h um an'; Beulah is 'sexual,' the region 
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That Blake's rejection of memory is an important part of his rejection of a 
certain kind of imagination and poetr y, and a part of his endeavour to write Visions, is 
made explicit by Blake and is a well -established point in Blake scholarship. What I hope 
to have shown, on the one hand, is that if memory is not merely regarded as a mental 
process but as a metaphor for the imagination, the exclusion of the metaphor has 
inevitable consequences, the interpr etation of which is likely to aid our interpretation of 
the poems. The point of these perhaps somewhat ra sh afterthought s is that it is also 
likely that Blake's whole poetic oeuvre takes its specific shape as a result of his 
radicalism in exiling Mnemos yne from the realm of poetry. A body of poetry that is 
asked to be seen as a huge image seems to be Blake's final form of a poetry that can do 
without memory. Throu gh the serious interest and work of a number of poet s and 
critics, Blake's work 1s to a certain extent redeemed from obscurity, but it remains 
rather inaccessible and impenetrable for the general reader or even for the non-
specialist critic. The reason for this is not necessarily the peculiarity o f Blake's ideas, but 
rather the peculiarity of the artistic form he cho se to express his ideas in. Yet form, of 
course, cannot be separated from, but is dependent on and formative of the idea s. The 
fact that among these ideas is the conviction that "Imagination has nothing to do with 
Memory" (£ 666) determines to a large extent the form of Blake's poetry - what I have 
been impl ying is that this form i:-, as it were, on the verge of bein g something other 
than po etry. The stren gth of the figurative kinship between memory and imagin ation, 
and of the metaphor express ing thi s (which I hav e here called the figure of memor y) 
seems to be such, that their annihilati on demands something short o f the annihilation 
of poetry as a temporal art. 

This doe s not mean that I would not regard Blake's poet ry as poetry - to say 
this would be to say that there exists some prec oncei ved notion of poetry as separate 
from actually existing poems On the contrary, wh at I am suggesting is that Blake's 
work is pu shing poetry beyond the limit s his predec esso rs' work s have ascribed to it, 
and that he is compelled to do this in his urg~ to divorce imaginati on from mem ory 
Mnemosyne and her Dau ghters ma y be expe lled from the realm of poetry, but the pric e 
of that seems to be that the very natur e of poetry itself will have to go through a radical 
transformation. The nature of Blake 's work, just as much as its obscurity and its 
grandeur, all have much to do with th e relentles sne ss with wh ich he pursu ed this 
transformation. 

of passive pleasure, a Freudi an land of dream s in which all images are erotic." To which we could add that 
Beulah is all th e more Freudian as its erotic dreams are always supp ressed and un fulfilled, as the poetry of 
Innocen ce is determined by Echo's longin g. 
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